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Are you getting the classics & jazz catalog?

Get on the mailing list for our catalogs

In addition to this Mixed-Genre Catalog, HBDirect regularly publishes a specialty Classical & Jazz catalog. If you are interested, let us know. You remain on the mailing list by placing orders.

Note that, very rarely, a price may be incorrect in a catalog and cannot be honored.

Changes to sales tax obligations

HBDirect is obliged by law to collect sales tax on merchandise and shipping from residents of VT (6%), KY (6%) and TN (9.725%).

New! Leave your wallet in your pocket.

Introducing a new payment method on HBDirect. com! If you’ve placed an order in the previous three months by phone or on the web, you can select Card On File as your payment method. We’ll bill your last-used credit card and contact you if we have any questions.
Vladimir Horowitz: The Great Comeback 15-CD Set
After taking a twelve-year hiatus during the 1950s and early 1960s, Vladimir Horowitz returned to the concert stage on Sunday, May 8, 1965. The performance was one of New York City’s most exciting musical events. When the pianist stepped onto the stage, he was greeted with a standing ovation before he played the first note. This release includes that GRAMMY Award winning performance, as well as rehearsals, additional recitals, and other unreleased recordings.

15CD# SNYC 19075353332 $92.98

Ivo Pogorelich: Piano Sonatas
Legendary Croatian pianist Ivo Pogorelich celebrated both his 60th birthday and the 40th anniversary of the launch of his career as the climax of his hugely successful 2019/2020 season. This release is his first new album since 1998, and features two sonatas by Beethoven as well as Rachmaninoff’s Second Piano Sonata.

CD# SBM# 19075956602 $14.98

Liszt: Hungarian Rhapsodies 2-CD Set
If you don’t yet own a set of Liszt’s fiery masterpieces, you are wise to wait. Brazilian pianist Roberto Szidon perfectly captures their searing majesty and stamping cadences. Jim Svejda, host of public radio’s “The Record Shelf” calls them “among the most exciting performances heard in a generation...no more satisfying interpretation of the entire cycle has ever appeared.”

2CD# DGG 4503034 $19.98

Bruckner: Symph. Nos. 6 & 9 / Wagner: Parsifal Prelude 2-CD Set
The newest release in the Gewandhausorchester Bruckner series lead by Andris Nelsons features his Symphonies Nos. 6 and 9, as well as Wagner’s “Siegfried Idyl” and Parsifal Prelude. All of the installments in this series have been praised by audiences. Nelsons’ interpretation is at once sensitive and energetic, thoughtful and exciting.

2CD# DGG B003010402 $26.95

Rachmaninoff: Rhapsody / Poulenc: Organ Concerto
This release features American organist Cameron Carpenter in his first orchestral recording as well as his first live-concert recording. An original version of Rachmaninoff’s Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini recorded live at Berlin’s Konzerthaus is paired with Poulenc’s popular Concerto for Organ Strings and Timpani. These pieces brilliantly showcase Carpenter’s artistry.

CD# SBM# 88985938082 $14.98

Evgeny Kissin & Emerson String Quartet: New York Concert 2-CD Set
This beautifully conceived album is a joy to listen to! Evgeny Kissin and the Emerson String Quartet each bring unique energy to the works they perform, and this program is no different. Featuring chamber works by Mozart, Faure, and Dvorak, this is a marvel for chamber music lovers. As a special added bonus, a Shostakovich quintet is included as an encore.

2CD# DGG B002992102 $29.98

Mahler: Symphony No. 1 SACD
The shimmering string harmonics at the opening of Gustav Mahler’s First Symphony bring to mind the beginning of spring, signaling new life being ushered in. This symphonic “world-in-microcosm” is brought to life by the Minnesota Orchestra and Osmo Vänskä on the fourth installment in this series.

CD# BIS 2346 $21.98

Love? Homage to Clara Schumann
Pianist Yaara Tal presents this new release in celebration of the 200th birthday of Clara Schumann. Yaara has chosen works by Clara, as well as works inspired by or dedicated to Clara by Theodor Kirchner, Johannes Brahms, and Julie von Webenau. Yaara performs with some of her most talented musician friends, including Andreas Groethuysen and tenor Julian Pargarden.

CD# SBM# 19075963082 $16.98

Hilary Hahn Plays Bach: Violin Sonatas Nos. 1 & 2
20 years after her debut recording, Hilary Hahn returns to solo Bach with this eagerly-anticipated release. This album completes Hilary’s solo Bach recording cycle and features the Sonatas Nos. 1 & 2 as well as Partita No. 1. Hilary writes: “Bach is, for me, the touchstone that keeps my playing honest... one can’t fake things in Bach, and if one gets all of them to work, the music sings in the most wonderful way.”

CD# DEC B002883502 $18.98

Schumann: Symphony No. 1
The two orchestral works on this release come from two important romantic composers – Franz Schubert and Robert Schumann – who, with these songs, stretched their symphonic wings for the first time. Schumann’s Symphony No. 1 was an instant hit for the 31-year-old composer, and Schubert’s Symphony No. 3 was the first symphony in which 18-year-old Schubert did not use stylistic influences from his predecessors.

CD# BRK 900176 $16.98

Finlandia (Ormandy)
Eugene Ormandy leads the Philadelphia Orchestra in these performances of works of Edward Grieg, Hugo Alfvén and Jean Sibelius. In this superb compilation, you’ll enjoy one of the best versions of “Finlandia” available, as well as the magnificent “Peer Gynt Suite No. 1.” You’ll also hear selections from Sibelius’ “The Swan of Tuonela,” “En Saga,” and “Valse triste,” as well as Alfvén’s “Swedish Rhapsody No. 1.”

CD# SBM# 88697698752 $14.98

Brahms: The Complete Songs, Vol. 8
Brahms provides the ideal showcase for soprano Harriet Burns’s voice. On this eighth volume in her journey through the vocal works of the legendary composer, she presents 26 tracks taken from the whole of Brahms’s career, including “Spanisches Lied, Op. 6 No. 1”, “Sechs Gesänge Op. 7,” and many more. She is joined by tenor Robin Tritschler and pianist Graham Johnson.

CD# HYP 33128 $19.98

Bruckner: Complete Piano Music
While some of Bruckner’s piano music was composed early on in his career, before his career took off in his forties after several personal setbacks, the majority of his piano output comes from the early 1860s, around the same time as his first (unhumbled) symphony. This album from Francesco Pasqualotto explores all of Bruckner’s piano output, from a young man’s first writings to a seasoned and successful composer’s masterworks.

CD# BLC 95619 $11.98

British Tone Poems, Vol. 2
Chandos presents the eagerly anticipated second volume of Rumon Gamba’s fascinating survey of lesser-known British musical gems. This 8-track edition features works from composers including Sir Arthur Bliss,Patrick Hadley, Ralph Vaughan Williams, and more. This album features two world premiere recordings.

CD# CHA 10981 $17.98

Joshua Bell: Bruch – Scottish Fantasy
GRAMMY Award-winning violinist Joshua Bell performs and directs the Academy of St Martin in the Fields on this release, where he records the virtuoso “Scottish Fantasy” as well as Bruch’s “Violin Concerto No. 1 in G Minor, Op. 26.” The Concerto holds a special place in Bell’s heart, as he first recorded the work 30 years ago with the Academy of St Martin in the Fields.

CD# SNYC 19075842002 $14.98

Renaissance Choral Masterworks
The Renaissance era of the 16th and 17th centuries encompasses some of the most magnificent choral music ever written. This was a time when composers were attached to royal chapels and cathedrals, and dedicated their art to the service of God, creating musical masterworks that would complement and reflect the glory of the architecture which contained them.

CD# BLC 95662 $16.98

Rachmaninov: Complete Piano Concertos 3-CD Set
If you’ve seen the film Brief Encounter, you know the sensual, romantic power of Rachmaninov’s Piano Concerto No. 2. This bountiful collection includes the youthful first, the lyrical “Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini” and more; all expertly performed by pianist Vladimir Ashkenazy along with the London Symphony Orchestra conducted by Andre Previn.

3CD# DEC 4732512 $27.98
**CHORAL / VOCALS**

**The Choral Collection 30-CD Set**
Covers a vast array of repertoire, this essential collection presents the greatest choral masterpieces in critically acclaimed performances. From the sacred music of the Medieval era, and the refinement of the Renaissance and Baroque, to the Romantic worlds of Schumann, Brahms and Dvorak, and the inspired beauty of works by Eric Whitacre and John Rutter, this collection is a fantastic celebration of the art of choral singing.

30CD# NXS 8503298 $57.98

**Jonas Kaufmann: Wein**
Jonas Kaufmann returns to disc with this new album, Wein. The release is an homage to Vienna and the operetta style, and features works from Strauss, Stolz, Kreutzer, Leopoldi, and Kreisler. This is Kaufmann’s ninth solo album with Sony Classical. His previous albums, which include an Italian album, a Puccini album, and a Verdi album, were all met with high acclaim, and this new release is sure to attain the same accolades!

CD# SNY 959040 $16.98

**The Queen’s Six: The Last Rose of Summer**
Based at Windsor Castle, the members of the Queen’s Six make up half of the Lay Clerks at St. George’s Chapel. The group sings regularly for the royal family at private and state occasions, and so this privilege demands the highest standards of musicality. The group has a distinct blend, largely due to their closeness in singing daily within the walls. This 22-track release features popular British folk songs.

CD# TANT 0119 $16.98

**Q’d Up: Zagranitsa – Mystical Wonderland**
This album features music inspired by and performed during a concert tour that Q’d Up and several BYU students made to five Russian cities during the fall of 2017. Q’d Up has a unique and infectious sound that is a product of the personalities of the players, the arrangements and compositions of Steve Lindeman, Jay Lawrence and Kelly Eisenhour, and the blend of a wide variety of sounds and styles stemming from the impressive versatility of each of the group members.

CD# TANT 0119 $16.98

**Gregory Hutter: Secular Choral Music**
The exciting, genre-defying American composer Gregory Hutter wrote this sequence of choral music between 2009 and 2014 — his intention being economic, direct, and tuneful music. The settings range from the English Renaissance to American poems of the early 20th century; from Shakespeare to Carl Sandburg and Sara Teasdale. Hutter approaches the texts with lyricism and fluidity, attentive to the poetry’s moments of melancholy, beauty or bucolic energy.

CD# NXS 8559868 $13.98

**Brigitte Fassbaender Sings Schubert, Loewe, Schumann 11-CD Set**
Before her retirement in 1995, Brigitte Fassbaender was one of the world’s most widely known Lied and opera singers. This 11-disc set from Deutsche Grammophon is released to honor her contribution to vocal music in honor of her 80th birthday. Not only are seven of her albums from DG and Decca included, but four new compositions are featured which display her individuality and artistic depth.

11CD# DGG 4839131 $59.98

**The Ave Maria Album**
If you love the sound of angelic voices, it doesn’t get any better than this. The incomparable vocals of Leonore Price, Enrico Caruso, John McCormack, Plácido Domingo, Mario Lanza, and more perform 16 variations of the beautiful aria “Ave Maria.” These quality interpretations of the song (written by Schubert, Verdi, Brahms, Bach-Gounod, and Cherubini), are sure to delight and make your spirits soar.

CD# RCA 63260 $9.98

**Renee Fleming: Lieder**
One doesn’t need to be an opera or classical singing fan to know the name Renee Fleming. She has built for herself a career and a reputation that transcends genres and crosses borders. On this release, the four-time Grammy winner showcases Lieder from Brahms, Schumann, and Mahler, including an outstanding performance of Mahler’s Rückert Lieder alongside Christian Thielemann and the Munich Philharmonic.

CD# DEC B003049202 $20.98

**Mozart: Don Giovanni 2-CD Set**
A feast for the eyes and a celebration for the ear! Mozart’s Don Giovanni is presented on this 2-CD set in a remarkable staging by the legendary Franco Zeffirelli. Beautiful costumes by Maurizio Millottis and lights by Paolo Mazzon round out the spectacle. Recorded live at the Arena di Verona, this production features Carlos Alvarez in the title role, alongside Irina Lungu and Maria Jose Siti.

2CD# CME 751008 $44.98

**Opera Gold 6-CD Set**
Decca has outdone themselves! On this deluxe 6-disc set, the famous opera label has gathered a premium collection of 100 of the most beautiful opera tracks of all time. Tracks include selections from Verdi’s Il Trovatore, Mozart’s Le Nozze di Figaro, Puccini’s Turandot, and many more sung by artists like Luciano Pavarotti, Dame Joan Sutherland, Renata Tebaldi, and many more.

6CD# DEC B00530562 $22.98

**Luciano Pavarotti: Complete Opera Recordings 101-CD Set**
2017 marked the tenth anniversary of the death of modern opera legend Luciano Pavarotti. To mark this occasion, Decca assembled this monumental collection that presents every role he ever performed and recorded. With this correctly made every single role from his debut recording of La Bohème in 1961 until his death is included. 101 CDs in all!

101CD# DEC 4832417 $359.98

**The #1 Opera Album 2-CD Set**
With a track listing that reads like a greatest hits record, The #1 Opera Album is exactly what you’d expect it to be. Here are 28 beautiful arias by legendary artists like Renee Fleming, Luciano Pavarotti, Plácido Domingo, Joan Sutherland, and Andrea Bocelli from classic operas such as Bizet’s Carmen, Puccini’s La Bohème, Verdi’s Rigoletto, Rossini’s Barber of Seville, Wagner’s Der Walküre, Mozart’s Don Giovanni, and much more.

2CD# DEC 28945722 $17.98

**The #1 Opera Album II 2-CD Set**
2CD# DEC B000950602 $17.98

**Puccini: Le Villi DVD**
Le Villi, the two act opera-ballet first staged at the Teatro Dal Verme in Milan in 1884, marked Giacomo Puccini’s debut into the world of opera. This production is from the Teatro del Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, and the live performances exceeded exceedingly good reviews. Don’t miss the opportunity to see opera genius’s first foray into the genre!

DVD# DYN 37840 $28.98

**Arena di Verona Collection Vol. 1 4-DVD Set**
This 3- opera, 4-DVD set showcases three wonderful productions seen at the prestigious Arena di Verona: Puccini’s Turandot, Gounod’s Romeo Juliette, and Verdi’s La Traviata. This release was performed for the 88th season of the Arena di Verona Festival to pay tribute to Italian stage director Franco Zeffirelli. The Romeo and Juliette production presented here is the first time the work has been performed at the arena since 1977. The Aida celebrates the bicentennial of Verdi’s birth.

4DVD# BAC 521 $35.98

**Madama Butterfly DVD**
This festival-premiere Madama Butterfly is a revival from the 2016 tour. Digs Busuioc is perfectly accompanied by the London Philharmonic Orchestra in this staging by Arendse Miskimmon. The Arts Desk wrote of Busuioc’s Cio-Cio-San, “sustained dramatic intensity and vocal brilliance... brings direction and shape to the Miskimmon concept.”

DVD# BOA 1167D $28.98

**Salome DVD**
Nothing short of a sensation, this production of Richard Strauss’s opera at the Salzburg Festival featured Asmik Grigorian in the title role. This will launch her career into international stardom, going on to win the International Opera Award as best singer. The Financial Times wrote: “Here is a Salome to end all Salomes... In total, it is stunning...”

DVD# UNTL 801508 $29.98

**BluRay# UNTL 001704 $39.98

**Wagner: Siegfried 4-CD Set**
One of the most remarkable things in all of music is Wagner’s Der Ring des Nibelungen, an epic four-opera series that boasts Seeresses and villains, incredible orchestration, and extraordinary vocal challenges. The latest installment in this recording cycle from Naxos, Siegfried features some of the finest moments in all of Wagner’s writing, and is sure to leave listeners in awe.

4CD# NXS 8660413 $56.98


**Storm** and **Asturias Meets Carmen.**

---

2Cellos, which is made up of Luka Sulic and Stjepan Hauser, present *Let There Be Cello*, the follow-up to their wildly successful 2017 album, *Score*. The 14 tracks on this album exemplify their genre-bending style and showcase the talent of these two young Croatians. Some of the latest pop hits are included as well as new arrangements of classical works like their arrangement "Vivaldi Storm" and "Asturias Meets Carmen."

**Katherine Jenkins: Guiding Light**

Katherine Jenkins' latest studio album *Guiding Light* represents an emotional journey which began with the death of her father, and was continued when Katherine became a mother. The works speak of life, death, hope, and a universal spirituality. The 15-track album features the songs "Homeward Bound," "Jealous of the Angels," "Blinded By Your Grace," "Peace in the Valley," and more.

**Mormon Tabernacle Choir's Greatest Hits**

20 Best-Loved Favorites! The incomparable voices of the 360 members of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir are the common chord that unites to form the best-known choral group in the world. Here are 22 of the best-loved classics, including "The Sound of Music," "Oh, What A Beautiful Mornin," "Born Free," "He's Got the Whole World In His Hands," "All Through The Night."

**John Kitchen Plays British Light Music**

John Kitchen resuscitates the "cinema organ style" in this collection of entertaining favorites, well known to his regular Usher Hall audiences. Bringing together the witty arrangements of Michael Thomson and the music of John's boyhood hero Arthur Sullivan, Kitchen celebrates the Golden Age of British Light Music in this, his 18th appearance with Dephan Records.

**André Rieu: Shall We Dance CD**

André Rieu is one of the bestselling touring artists of all time, has performed for over 15 million concertgoers, and has appeared on several PBS concert specials with the Johann Strauss Orchestra. Shall We Dance features 14 of the world's most beloved songs including "The Blue Danube," "Love in Venice," "Zotara's Dance" and more. Shall We Dance is available as single 14-track CD or as a CD/DVD package w/ 6 additional tracks on DVD.

---

**Light Classics**

**SONY CLASSICAL MASTERS**

---

**Susan Boyle: Ten**

Since her astonishing discovery on Britain’s Got Talent in 2009, Susan Boyle has become a household name. This 17-track greatest hits album celebrates the tenth anniversary of her discovery, featuring 13 previously released classics alongside four new songs. Tracks include "Stand By Me," "500 Miles," "Climb Every Mountain," "Cry Me a River," and more.

**The Piano Guys: Limitless**

The newest release from The Piano Guys lives up to the name Limitless as the foursome once again leaps past boundaries in this 13-track collection. The album’s title track sets the groundwork for the breadth of the album, ebbing and flowing from cinematic piano into expansive strings. Included are favorites from the award-winning film *The Greatest Showman* ("Rewrite the Stars" and "A Million Dreams") as well as original compositions.

**André Rieu: Greatest Hits**

In honor of André Rieu's 30-year career as a celebrated violinist, this greatest-hits collection offers 15 of his all-time best live performances. The line-up, selected by his fans, represents the very best in the Romantic and classical realms. From his latest pop hits are included as well as released classics alongside four new compositions. The album's title track, "Shall We Dance," and more. Perfect for Rieu fans and newcomers alike!

**Mormon Tabernacle Choir: Greatest Hits**

This 17-track greatest hits album celebrates the tenth anniversary of the choir's discovery, featuring 13 previously released classics alongside four new compositions. The album's title track, "Shall We Dance," and more. Perfect for Rieu fans and newcomers alike!

**John Kitchen Plays British Light Music**

John Kitchen resurrects the "cinema organ style" in this collection of entertaining favorites, well known to his regular Usher Hall audiences. Bringing together the witty arrangements of Michael Thomson and the music of John's boyhood hero Arthur Sullivan, Kitchen celebrates the Golden Age of British Light Music in this, his 18th appearance with Dephan Records.

**2Cellos: Let There Be Cello**

2Cellos, which is made up of Luka Sulic and Stjepan Hauser, present *Let There Be Cello*, the follow-up to their wildly successful 2017 album, *Score*. The 14 tracks on this album exemplify their genre-bending style and showcase the talent of these two young Croatians. Some of the latest pop hits are included as well as new arrangements of classical works like their arrangement "Vivaldi Storm" and "Asturias Meets Carmen."

---

**Katherine Jenkins: Guiding Light**

Katherine Jenkins' latest studio album *Guiding Light* represents an emotional journey which began with the death of her father, and was continued when Katherine became a mother. The works speak of life, death, hope, and a universal spirituality. The 15-track album features the songs "Homeward Bound," "Jealous of the Angels," "Blinded By Your Grace," "Peace in the Valley," and more.

---

**Mormon Tabernacle Choir's Greatest Hits**

20 Best-Loved Favorites! The incomparable voices of the 360 members of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir are the common chord that unites to form the best-known choral group in the world. Here are 22 of the best-loved classics, including "The Sound of Music," "Oh, What A Beautiful Mornin," "Born Free," "He's Got the Whole World In His Hands," "All Through The Night."

---

**John Kitchen Plays British Light Music**

John Kitchen resuscitates the "cinema organ style" in this collection of entertaining favorites, well known to his regular Usher Hall audiences. Bringing together the witty arrangements of Michael Thomson and the music of John's boyhood hero Arthur Sullivan, Kitchen celebrates the Golden Age of British Light Music in this, his 18th appearance with Dephan Records.

---

**2Cellos: Let There Be Cello**

2Cellos, which is made up of Luka Sulic and Stjepan Hauser, present *Let There Be Cello*, the follow-up to their wildly successful 2017 album, *Score*. The 14 tracks on this album exemplify their genre-bending style and showcase the talent of these two young Croatians. Some of the latest pop hits are included as well as new arrangements of classical works like their arrangement "Vivaldi Storm" and "Asturias Meets Carmen."

---

**Katherine Jenkins: Guiding Light**

Katherine Jenkins' latest studio album *Guiding Light* represents an emotional journey which began with the death of her father, and was continued when Katherine became a mother. The works speak of life, death, hope, and a universal spirituality. The 15-track album features the songs "Homeward Bound," "Jealous of the Angels," "Blinded By Your Grace," "Peace in the Valley," and more.

---

**Mormon Tabernacle Choir's Greatest Hits**

20 Best-Loved Favorites! The incomparable voices of the 360 members of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir are the common chord that unites to form the best-known choral group in the world. Here are 22 of the best-loved classics, including "The Sound of Music," "Oh, What A Beautiful Mornin," "Born Free," "He's Got the Whole World In His Hands," "All Through The Night."

---

**John Kitchen Plays British Light Music**

John Kitchen resuscitates the "cinema organ style" in this collection of entertaining favorites, well known to his regular Usher Hall audiences. Bringing together the witty arrangements of Michael Thomson and the music of John's boyhood hero Arthur Sullivan, Kitchen celebrates the Golden Age of British Light Music in this, his 18th appearance with Dephan Records.

---

**2Cellos: Let There Be Cello**

2Cellos, which is made up of Luka Sulic and Stjepan Hauser, present *Let There Be Cello*, the follow-up to their wildly successful 2017 album, *Score*. The 14 tracks on this album exemplify their genre-bending style and showcase the talent of these two young Croatians. Some of the latest pop hits are included as well as new arrangements of classical works like their arrangement "Vivaldi Storm" and "Asturias Meets Carmen."
Seiji Ozawa: The Complete Deutsche Grammophon Recordings 50-CD Set

Seiji Ozawa was the first Asian conductor to become an international star. At the top of his resume is his title as the first Japanese conductor to preside over Vienna’s New Year’s Concert. This enormous 50-CD set is released in celebration of Deutsche Grammophon’s 120th anniversary. For the first time ever, all of Seiji Ozawa’s recordings for the label are presented in one place.

150 Years: Wiener Staatsoper Anniversary Edition 22-CD Set

The opera house on the Ring opened with a performance of Mozart's Don Giovanni in May 1869. For 150 years it has stood as an international institution, and the Wiener Staatsoper is unlike any other ensemble in the world. This anniversary edition features works including Berg’s Wozzeck, Wagner’s Tristan and Isolde, Mozart’s Le Nozze di Figaro, and others, conducted by history’s most prominent conductors.

British String Quartets 20-CD Set

The genre of the string quartet is at the very heart of 20th century British classical music, encompassing some of the quintessential works in the chamber music repertoire. This 20-disc box set features the finest examples of the genre, showcasing the talents of Benjamin Britten and John Ireland, the craftsmanship of Frank Bridge and Alan Rawsthorn, and the renderings of Edward Elgar and Arnold Bax. The works are presented by the award-winning Maggini Quartet.

Sibelius: Symphonies Nos. 1–7

Paavo Järvi 3-CD Set

Internationally acclaimed and Grammy winning conductor Paavo Järvi directs one of the worlds finest orchestras, the Orchestre de Paris, in this outstanding collection of all seven of Sibelius’ symphonies. In 2015, Järvi was presented with the Sibelius medal by the Finnish Ambassador to France for his remarkable work in promoting the music of Sibelius throughout France. This is the first ever recording of Sibelius’ complete symphonies by a French orchestra.

Grieg: Complete Piano Music 14-CD Set

Naxos’ celebrated Grieg Piano Music edition was a cornerstone of the catalog, from the first volume to the 14th. Now, all 14 albums are available together as a complete set, making it a one-stop reference for Grieg’s solo piano works. Norwegian pianist Einar Steen-Nokleberg beautifully interprets these works which are of a distinctly Norwegian character.

Neville Marriner: The London Recordings 14-CD Set

Sir Neville Marriner practically was the Academy of St Martin in the Fields – the orchestra he founded in 1958 and led for over half a century. Moreover, he was the face of classical music to millions of listeners...in a way that only Toscanini, Bernstein, Karajan and Klemperer have rivaled in the age of recorded sound. The central element of this collection is the set of Tchaikovsky symphonies.

Waltz Gold: 50 Great Tracks 3-CD Set

This magnificent 3-disc set will take you on a listening journey from an exuberant Viennese ballroom with the Strauss family to the sophisticated atmosphere of a Parisian salon with Chopin, to the most magical European opera houses and ballets, and everywhere in between. This release is a treasure trove of incredible recordings of the world’s finest musicians performing the world’s most enduring dance – the Waltz.

Bruno Walter: The Columbia Album Collection 77-CD Set

Sony Classical presents Bruno Walter’s entire Columbia Masterworks discography together for the first time in this extraordinary 77-disc collection. An all-embracing survey of Walter’s recorded achievements, this collection includes symphonies, overtures and other orchestral works by Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, Schubert, among others, performed by the New York Philharmonic and the Columbia Symphony Orchestra.

Vladimir Feltsman: Complete Sony Recordings 8-CD Set

Nine years after he requested permission to emigrate, 35-year-old Russian pianist Vladimir Feltsman was finally allowed to leave the Soviet Union in the summer of 1987. He arrived in New York to a flutter of publicity. This 8-CD set features his debut Carnegie Hall recital from 1987, as well as several other live performances spanning his remarkable career from his New York debut in 1958 and led for over half a century. Moreover, he was the first being recorded alongside Toscanini, Bernstein, and Karajan. This enormous 50-disc set will take you on a musical tour of the world’s leading orchestras performing in renowned venues. This 13-disc set will make you understand why thousands of visitors flock to Switzerland for these festivals year over year!

Gigli: Opera Recordings 1924–1939 13-CD Set

Switzerland has a longstanding strong presence regarding classical music festivals. The most famous is arguably the Lucerne Festival. This 13-CD release features the variety of the classical festival in Switzerland, and includes the world’s leading orchestras performing in renowned venues.

Evgeni Koroliov Plays Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Handel 9-CD Set

Evgeni Koroliov is celebrating his 70th birthday! An extraordinary phenomenon on the international piano scene, Koroliov has a special affinity to Bach and has performed and recorded many of his works. Several are heard on this 9-disc set, in addition to works by Haydn, Mozart, and Handel. With over 9 hours of music, celebrate the birthday of a legend!

50 Greatest Pieces of Classical Music 4-CD Set

In 2009 the esteemed London Philharmonic Orchestra entered Abbey Road studios to record a legendary session. Led by conductor David Parry, the LPO performed 50 pieces selected from every classical era & every thinkable composer. The result is a stunning collection of symphonies, fugues, operatic pieces & overtures, all put together into an organic compilation.

Classical Music Festival in Switzerland

13-CD Set

This new 6-CD collection of pianist Raymond Lewenthal’s complete recordings for RCA and Columbia Masterworks celebrates this maverick pianist’s recorded legacy, with three albums of material specially remastered from the analog tapes. Included are two albums of Alkan’s solo piano music, in which Lewenthal provides a fitting tribute.

Leonard Pennario: Complete RCA Album Collection 12-CD Set

This new 6-CD collection of pianist Raymond Lewenthal’s complete recordings for RCA and Columbia Masterworks celebrates this maverick pianist’s recorded legacy, with three albums of material specially remastered from the analog tapes. Included are two albums of Alkan’s solo piano music, in which Lewenthal provides a fitting tribute.

Evgeni Koroliov Plays Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Handel 9-CD Set

Evgeni Koroliov is celebrating his 70th birthday! An extraordinary phenomenon on the international piano scene, Koroliov has a special affinity to Bach and has performed and recorded many of his works. Several are heard on this 9-disc set, in addition to works by Haydn, Mozart, and Handel. With over 9 hours of music, celebrate the birthday of a legend!
Zubin Mehta: Complete Columbia Album Collection 97-CD/DVD Set

This comprehensive edition of Zubin Mehta's recordings for the RCA/Sony labels documents half a century of outstanding achievement by one of the foremost conductors of our time. The maestro has enjoyed close associations with the flagship orchestras of Vienna, New York, Los Angeles, Israel and Berlin, and this new box features him directing those ensembles in symphonies, concertos, ballets and opera excerpts by Beethoven, Mozart, Brahms, and others.

97CD/DVD# SBMG 9075937662  $199.98

The Early Music Collection 30-CD Set

This enormous 30-disc set is a wide-ranging survey that traces the history of Western music from plainchant, the music of the Catholic Church, through polyphony, to the end of the 17th century. Leading early music ensembles and instrumentalists perform the works, and the individual albums included in this set have received widespread critical acclaim. All lovers of early music should explore this release!

30CD# NXS 8503297  $55.98

The Tchaikovsky Project 7-CD Set

Semyon Bychkov once wrote: “What is this music that we love so deeply if not our beloved friend? I've loved Tchaikovsky's music ever since I can remember.” The Tchaikovsky Project is the first undertaking of the Czech Philharmonic under music director Semyon Bychkov, and this 7-disc box set represents the culmination of their work. All of the releases in the project have received critical acclaim, and are here available in one set.

7CD# DEC B003080702  $55.98

Theodore Kuchar: Dvöřák, Shostakovich, Smetana, Nielsen 13-CD Set

As a young boy growing up outside of Cleveland, Theodore Kuchar first learned music at the feet of Lorin Maazel, sitting every week in the cheap orchestra seats with his Ukrainian-born parents. In 1992 he began his international reputation as director of the National Symphony Orchestra of Ukraine. This release showcases this inspiring conductor interpreting some of history’s most beautiful works.

13CD# BLC 95932  $49.98

Deutsche Grammophon Anniversary Edition: 120 Legendary Tracks 7-CD Set

To celebrate the legendary label’s 120 year history, Deutsche Grammophon has curated this impressive 7-disc set, which is chronologically ordered from the present backwards to 1899. From Caruso to Nettrebo, Kreisler to Mutter, and Knappertsbusch to Nelson, this is the creme de la creme.

7CD# DGG 4835773  $43.98

Johann Strauss II: Complete Edition 52-CD Set

The most famous and enduringly successful composer of 19th-century light music, Johann Strauss II captivated not only Vienna but the whole of Europe and America with his abundantly tuneful waltzes, polkas, quadrilles and marches. This collection brings together his entire orchestral output.

52CD# NXS 8505226  $149.98

Friedrich Gulda: The Stuttgart Solo Recitals 7-CD Set

All recordings on this 7-disc set are being released here for the first time ever! This set is the first of four releases featuring the SWR recordings of Friedrich Gulda, and the series contains both solo repertoire and concerts as well as compositions by Gulda himself. While remembered widely for his Mozart and Beethoven interpretations, this set also showcases his free improvisation and jazz interests.

7CD# SWRM 19081  $44.98

Mozart: Complete Works 170-CD Set

Do you or someone you know absolutely love the music of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart? Here’s an instant library of the greatest classical composer ever lived. This Complete Edition includes all of Mozart’s symphonies, operas, concertos, chamber music, violin sonatas and keyboard works with superior performances by some of the most-esteemed Mozart interpreters. 170 glorious CDs in all, at a superior value!

170CD# BLC 95010  $199.98

Italian Cantatas 7-CD Set

As a counterpoint to the ever popular opera and oratorio, the popular cantata flourished among aristocratic circles in Italy during the 18th century. However, this genre remains somewhat obscure today. Between 2005 and 2009, the ensemble La Risonanza released a series of seven volumes exploring this genre, and now each of those groundbreaking albums is available here in this attractive 7-disc set.

7CD# GLS 921528  $48.98

Landmarks: 40 Years of Chandos 40-CD Set

The classical record label Chandos was founded in 1979 by Brian Couzens, and it quickly established itself as a leader in the field, largely due to the ‘Chandos Sound.’ The label is a benchmark for quality, and is regarded as top notch by artists and critics the world over. This 40-disc set, released in commemoration of the label’s 40th anniversary, is made up of 40 complete recordings from Chandos’s extensive catalogue.

40CD# CHA ANN0040  $64.98

Anthology of the Recorder 26-CD Set

An extensive, 26-disc collection of music for recorder, in repertoire ranging from solo, chamber music to concertos. This collection offers a wide array of music composed for the recorder, starting with the most famous collection ‘Der Fluyten Lusthof’ by Van Eyck, through the 17th and 18th century its champions Sammartini, Telemann, Finenzo, Handel, Quantz, ending in the 20th century.

26CD# BLC 95799  $79.98

Tchaikovsky: Complete Works for Solo Piano 10-CD Set

Known as The “Queen of Rachmaninoff,” on this 10-disc set Valentina Lisitsa tackles the music of another Russian mastermind: Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky. Tchaikovsky’s complete output for solo piano is included, from his early works to his Sonatas, as well as piano transcriptions of some of his most famous orchestral pieces and ballets, including the evergreen classic The Nutcracker.

10CD# DEC 0002982502  $49.98

William Boughton: A Celebration 4-CD Set

In celebration of William Boughton’s 70th birthday, this 4-disc set has been put together featuring a compilation of recordings from his catalogues at Nimbus and Lyrita. Each and every recording tells a story. He writes: “Revisiting my early recordings reminded me of the joys and struggles that we encountered whilst developing the English String Orchestra.”

4CD# NIM 1712  $29.98

The Haydn Edition: 160-CD Set

Enjoy the greatest celebration of Franz Joseph Haydn, one of the greatest and not yet fully appreciated composers of all time. This magnificent release is an extended reissue of the successful Haydn Edition, the only substantial edition on the market today. Performers include the Buchberger Quartet, Emma Kirkby, Frieder Bernius, Bart van Oort, Haydn Trio Vienna, and many more.

160CD# BLC 95954  $199.98

Emanuel Ax: Complete RCA Album Collection 23-CD Set

Sony Classical presents the comprehensive edition of the Emanuel Ax RCA recordings, reissued for the first time in this 23-CD collection. With a 19th-century focus, the collection contains five CDs of Ax’s famed Chopin, five more of Beethoven, several of Brahms, Schubert and Mozart, and many other classic recordings.

23CD# SBMG 8898458192  $55.98

Italian Baroque: The Instrumental Edition 50-CD Set

The Baroque era saw the emergence of instrumental music across Europe. The instrumental song wasn’t just played by traveling minstrels and enjoyed in the high courts and palaces. This enormous 50-disc set features a treasure trove of groundbreaking works, including compositions by Vivaldi, Albinoni, Manconi, and many more.

50CD# BLC 95430  $139.98

The Viola da Gamba Edition 21-CD Set

The viola da gamba is an indispensable part of music history. Its contribution to the European musical landscape cannot be underestimated. This 21-disc set explores the entire range of the viola da gamba repertoire, from its first days during the Renaissance to the compositions of Dowland and Purcell, to its more modern realizations with works by Rameau and Morel.

21CD# BLC 95779  $49.98

V2: Sir Thomas Beecham 3-CD Set

Of the first volume featuring Sir Thomas Beecham, Rob Cowan wrote in Gramophone: “Numerous live Beecham releases have appeared over the last few years... but this collection is certainly one of the best.” This 3-disc set is the second in that recording project, and features rare performances which have never before been made available on CD.

3CD# ICA 5158  $24.98

The Haydn Trio Vienna, and many more.

160CD# BLC 95954  $199.98
Christmas Holidays: Vocal Arts Ensemble of Cincinnati

On this 18-track album, The Vocal Arts Ensemble of Cincinnati, under the direction of founder Dr. Earl Rivers, presents contemporary sacred choral music for the Advent and Christmas Seasons. First released in 2004, the album received glowing reviews, with American Record Guide writing “…right from the start, Rivers and company exemplify Cincinnati’s vibrant choral scene... quite refreshing.”

CD# POR 7194 $16.98

Baroque Christmas

In honor of the nativity season, a 20-track collection of Advent songs from the Baroque era has been selected and performed by period ensemble Ex Cathedra, led by Jeffrey Skidmore. Musical Ment wrote of this album: “It provides a superior and enjoyable listening experience for Christmas-time.” Songs include Bach’s “Sanctus,” Handel’s “Messiah,” Buxtehude’s “In Dulci Jubilo,” and more.

CD# MLSL 1377 $14.98

The King’s Singers: Christmas Songbook

Paying homage to the King’s Singers’ heritage while still acknowledging their modern passion for swing, the group mixes Christmas classics like “In the Bleak Midwinter,” and “The Holly and the Ivy” with modern tunes such as “Winter Wonderland,” and “Sleigh Ride.” The group’s favorite arrangements have reworked all of these tunes specifically for the ensemble: Benny Rice, Keith Roberts, and Alexander L’Estrange.

CD# SIG 459 $16.98

Christmas Favourite Classics

For almost two thousand years, people around the world have been gathering to celebrate the Christmas season. These celebrations are as varied as their countries of origin but share the desire to celebrate this event in music. This 18-track release presents the most time-honored Christmas carols, including “Jesus, Joy of Man’s Desiring,” “Angels from the Realms of Glory,” “Ave Maria,” “Silent Night,” and many more.

CD# NXS 8578342 $9.98

NAXOS MUSICAL JOURNEY DVDs

Musical Journey: Christmas in Austria DVD

This beautiful holiday tour starts in Steyr, in Upper Austria, bringing scenes associated with Christmas there, in Salzburg, the Salzkammergut and finally Switzerland. The music chosen for this tour is primarily taken from baroque concertos evoking Christmas. Composers include Handel, Torelli, J.S. Bach, Corelli, Manfredini, Vivaldi, and Locatelli.

DVD# NXS 210344 $14.98

Musical Journey: Christmas with Winchester College Chapel Choir

East and West join together in this holiday collaboration of the Winchester College Chapel Choir and the London’s Choir. This 15-track DVD features a wide range of Christmas music, from traditional carols to contemporary arrangements.

DVD# NXS 2110512 $14.98

Berlin Philharmoniker: The Christmas Album, Vol. 2

The first volume of the Berlin Philharmoniker’s Christmas series was widely praised by critics and fans alike. This second volume, conducted by Herbert von Karajan, features classical masterworks inspired by the Advent season. Works include Corelli’s Concerto grosso in G Minor, Pachelbel’s Canon and Gigue in D Major, Torelli’s Christmas Concertos, and others.

CD# DGG 4828276 $14.98

Christmas on Guitar

Guitarist Giovanni de Chiaro presents Christmas classics as you’ve never heard them before. Taking up his instrument, the guitar, de Chiaro has chosen 14 unforgettable holiday songs and given them new life. The works are both sacred and secular, and include pieces like “O Holy Night,” “What Child Is This,” “The First Nowell,” “Deck the Halls,” “Adeste Fidelis,” and more.

First Nowell,” “Deck the Halls,” “Adeste Fidelis,” and more.

CD# CEN 2101 $16.98

Bach for Christmas 11-CD Set

Brilliant Classics updates their popular Christmas-time collection of music by J.S. Bach, adding a timeless recording of the Christmas Oratorio. The cantatas were selected for their Christmas theme from the monumental cycle of Bach’s complete sacred cantatas. This set also features a new program of organ music chosen from the masterful survey of Bach’s complete works for organ.

11CD# BLC 95853 $36.98

A Christmas Choral Spectacular

Bring a touch of glamour to your holiday season with A Christmas Choral Spectacular! This 13-track release features Peter Breiner’s lavish arrangements for choir and orchestra, which add a fresh twist to these familiar melodies. Tracks include “Ding Dong! Merrily On High,” “Deck the Hall,” “O Little Town of Bethlehem,” “Silent Night,” and more!

CD# NXS 8557585 $9.98

The Irish Tenors: We Three Kings

The Irish Tenors have been the acknowledged Celtic music kings since they first went on the scene during a 1998 PBS special. With 10 best-selling CDs to their credit, they share company with the likes of The Three Tenors and Andrea Bocelli as the most popular artists that PBS has presented. Containing some of the world’s most loved holiday music, We Three Kings is sure to delight your home over the holiday season.

CD# RAZO 7930182897 $11.98

Mormon Tabernacle Choir: Ultimate Christmas Collection

One of America’s best loved choral ensembles, the Mormon Tabernacle Choir presents this 25-track Holiday collection which includes the most popular sacred and secular Christmas music of all time. Classical hymns like Handel’s “Hallelujah Chorus,” and Schubert’s “Ave Maria,” are included, as well as twentieth century classics like Irving Berlin’s “White Christmas,” and Leroy Anderson’s “Sleigh Ride.”

CD# SBMG 89885359562 $14.98
# HOLIDAY FAVORITES

**Celtic Woman: The Magic of Christmas**

CD# UNML 2508232178 $18.98

**Pentatonix: Christmas is Here!**
The a cappella sensation Pentatonix-Kevin Olusola, Kirstin Maldonado, Matt Sallee, Scott Hoying, and Mitch Grassi- give fans a treat with this, their fourth holiday album. Brand new arrangements of classic and modern holiday favorites are featured, including songs like "Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree," "It’s Beginning to Look A Lot Like Christmas," "Waltz of the Flowers," "Here Comes Santa Claus," and more.

CD# RCA 19075894432 $16.98

**Jackie Evancho: Someday at Christmas**
Someday at Christmas is a warm collection of Christmas songs from platinum-selling teenage singing sensation Jackie Evancho. Guests include Placido Domingo, Il Volo, tenor Vittorio Grigolo, and YouTube sensation Peter Hollins. The 12 tracks include "Someday At Christmas," "Little Drummer Boy," "The Christmas Song," "O Holy Night," "Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas," and so many more!

CD# SNYC 88985343322 $16.98

**Oy Chanukah! The Klezmer Conservatory Band**
Driving the revival of Klezmer music, the Klezmer Conservatory band presents this 23-track album celebrating the festive holy days of Chanukah. This exciting album includes both new and traditional Chanukah songs, and is steeped in centuries-old traditions. Songs include "Dona Dona," "Klezmorim At Chanahukan," "Making Latkes," "The Dreidl Game," and more.

CD# RDR 3102 $17.98

**Leroy Anderson: Sleigh Ride & Other Holiday Favorites**
When it comes to Christmas music this year it’s hard to beat this album featuring some of the world’s best-loved holiday classics by Leroy Anderson. His light classic tradition "Horse and Buggy" delights with soft strings, "Sleigh Ride" conjures up images of galloping through pristine white landscapes, while the woodwinds version of "Suite of Carols" offers a moment of reflection. Eleven Leroy Anderson favorites in all!

CD# NXS 8559621 $12.98

**Valée de Noël: An Acadian-Cajun Christmas Revels**
After being deported from the Canadian Maritimes, French-speaking Acadian people were scattered across North America. Many landed in Louisiana, where their traditional music eventually became known as "Cajun." This 24-track release provides a glimpse into the Acadian holiday season with "Suite of Carols," "Le Voyageur," "Les Cloches du hameau," and more.

CD# RVLS 2016 $16.98

**Odetta: Christmas Spirituals**
Odetta’s husky voice is often stunning, in both her a cappella performances and songs with accompaniment. This Christmas collection of spiritual songs includes "Mary Had A Baby," "Go Tell It On The Mountain," "Beautiful Star," "Shout For Joy," and many more. These are stirring performances from a legendary folk icon!

CD# VGDC 790792 $14.98

**Carols From King’s: King’s College Choir**
The Choir of King’s College, Cambridge, is one of the world’s best known choral groups. Founded in the 15th century, it ranks among the oldest of its kind. This 20-track CD mixes some of the season’s best-loved traditional carols, including “Once In Royal David’s City” and “O Come, All Ye Faithful,” with more recent repertoire. This is truly a wonderfully eclectic disc providing over an hour of festive cheer.

CD# BLC 9186 $9.98

**Lindsey Stirling: Warmer in the Winter**
Violinist, composer and performance artist Lindsey Stirling presents *Warmer in the Winter*, her first ever holiday release! This collection of cheerful holiday classics includes "You’re A Mean One, Mr. Grinch," "Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairies" and "Sleigh Bells" plus 3 original songs. You’ll love this holiday mix of orchestral, big band and jazz, with featured guests Sabrina Carpenter and Trombone Shorty.

CD# CNC CRE00618 $16.98 **Holiday Special!**

**A Swingin’ Basie Christmas**
William “Count” Basie started one of the greatest jazz orchestras in music history, which remains to this day. This holiday album features the 19-piece band accompanied by several guest vocalists including Johnny Mathis on "It’s the Holiday Season," Ledi Slatkin on "The Christmas Song," and Carmen Bradford on "Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas." This is one holiday celebration not to be missed!

CD# CNC CJA38450 $12.98

**Mel Torme: Christmas Songs**
Mel Torme is so famous for writing "The Christmas Song (Chestnuts Roasting on an Open Fire)," it’s surprising that he never recorded a full Christmas album before this release. Compositions also include "The Christmas Feeling" and "Christmas Was Made for Children." He also sings on Johnny Mercer’s big band and orchestra.

CD# TLC 83315 $12.98

**A Canadian Brass Christmas**
The Canadian Brass never fail to dazzle, and many fans herald this album as the best Christmas album that the group has ever released. The seventeen tracks chosen are perfectly arranged for the ensemble. Tracks include "Sussex Carol," "Here We Come A-Wassailing," "Good Christian Men, Rejoice," "The Huron Carol," "Go Tell It On The Mountain," and more.

CD# SNYI 39740 $17.98

**Riders in the Sky: Christmas the Cowboy Way**
The modern torchbearers of the cowboy singing tradition deliver an interpretation of the sublime and the goofy in *Christmas the Cowboy Way*. "Corn, Water and Wood" is a sweet and touching adaptation of the story of the Advent, in which three cowboys bring regionally appropriate gifts to the newborn babe, while "Vigen Maria" highlights their smooth three-part harmonies. Finally, what would a Riders in the Sky album be without a chance to show off some mighty yodeling, as can be heard on the "The Christmas Yodel."...

CD# RDR 1166104452 $12.98

**The Ultimate Yule Log DVD**
When one thinks of Christmas imagery, there’s no very often a cracking fire involved, with stockings hung above the hearth and children waiting anxiously for Santa to bring down the chimney. No fireplace? No problem! This holiday DVD features over an hour of a cracking Yule log, a decorated fireplace along with the very best Christmas music.

DVD# SNJN MVDS821D $7.98
Ian & Sylvia: The Lost Tapes
Ian & Sylvia are known throughout the world as pioneers of folk and Americana genre. This 20-track release is a must-have for listeners new to the duo as well as seasoned fans, as the tracks have never before been released. Songs include “Keep On The Sunny Side,” “Will The Circle Be Unbroken,” “Nancy Whiskey,” “Summer Wagon,” “I’ll Fly Away,” and more.

CD# STN 1408 Ian & Sylvia: Best of the Vanguard Years
$19.98

Vision & Revision: The First 80 Years of Topic Records 2-CD Set
This landmark compilation marks the 80th anniversary of Topic Records, the oldest independent record label in the world. Included are 20 exclusive tracks from the cream of British folk music revisiting songs from Topic’s vast back catalog. A host of revered artists are included such as Anne Briggs, Peggy Seeger, June Tabor, Ewan MacColl and many more.

2CD# TOPC 597 $24.98

Pioneering Women of Bluegrass
When Hazel Dickens and Alice Gerrard recorded these songs in the mid-1960s, bluegrass music was dominated by male performers. They selected their favorite songs and arranged them for a stellar group of women, and their widely admired performances made them role models for future generations of women in bluegrass. 26 tracks in all, including “Long Black Veil,” “The One I Love Is Gone,” “I Hear a Sweet Voice Calling,” and many more.

CD# FLKA 40065 $17.98

Fats Domino: Eight Classic Albums 4-CD Set
Own eight classic Fats Domino albums on 4 discs! This compilation highlights the early career of Domino, from 1956 – 1960, with albums including This is Fats Domino, Fats Domino Rockin’ & Rollin’, This is Fats, Sings Million Record Hits, Here Stands Fats Domino, Rock & Rollin’, The Fabulous Mr. D, and Let’s Play.

4CD# RETO 19 $12.98

The Very Best of Bluegrass 3-CD Set
On this 3-CD set you’ll hear the greats of Bluegrass — Bill Monroe, Flatt and Scruggs, Reno and Smiley, the Stanley Brothers, Carter Family, Mac Wiseman, the Blue Sky Boys, Wilma Lee and Stoney Cooper, Jimmie Rodgers, Roy Acuff, Molly O’Day and others — picking and singing their high, lonesome tunes. Highly recommended!

3CD# NOTW 3050 $16.98

Classic Field Recordings: Landmark Country Sessions 4-CD Set
The early recording companies had a simple way with talent — they went out, found it, and recorded it at ‘field’ sessions. This 4-CD compilation spotlights field recordings from a host of performers from the Pine Ridge Boys and The Tennessee Ramblers, to lesser known musicians like the Rouse Brothers and Louisa Lou. These performances sound as fresh and vital today as they did decades ago!

4CD# JSP JSP77131 $29.98

The Lady: The Essential Sandy Denny
Sandy Denny’s voice was like no other. She is argued by many to be the greatest singer to emerge from the British folk revival. And with poignantly written lyrics, her crystal clear voice was even more beautiful. This 15-track release has gathered the very best from Denny’s career, including “Who Knows Where The Time Goes,” “Sweet Rosemary,” “Blackwaterside,” “The Lady,” and more.

CD# SCM 5344780 $10.98

Country Music: Ken Burns PBS Soundtrack 2-CD Set
Country Music, the eight-part, 16-hour PBS series by Ken Burns, chronicles the creation of a truly American genre of music through the songs and stories of its greatest trailblazers. Available as both a 2-CD collection and as an expanded 5-CD box set, you’ll hear timeless classics from the history of country music as heard in the series. Artists include Loretta Lynn, Hank Williams, Dolly Parton, Jimmie Rodgers, and many, many more!

2CD# COLB 19075960422 $19.98
5CD# COLB 19075934122 $64.98

The Bristol Sessions: Country Music’s Big Bang 4-CD Set
Country Music’s Big Bang, “the recording sessions held in 1927 in Bristol, TN were truly the beginning of the country music phenomenon. This 4-disc set includes many of those field recordings done by Ralph Peer, including songs like the Tennessee Mountainmen’s “Standing on the Promises,” The Stoneman Family’s “Brokenhearted Lover,” and many, many more.

4CD# JSP JSP77156 $29.98

Sons of the Pioneers: Country Legends
America’s classic singing cowboys, The Sons of the Pioneers have delighted generations with their beautiful harmonies and touching songs. Formed in 1933 by Bob Nolan, Tim Spencer, and Leonard Sley (later known as Roy Rogers), they went on to record dozens of hugely popular collection includes 16 of their best known songs: “Cool Water,” “Tumbling Tumbleweeds,” “Riders in the Sky,” and more.

CD# NY1 750223 $12.98

Cajun Party
Put on your dancin’ shoes for this collection of rowdy crowd pleasers! Performed by the “Cajun Cowboys” (some of the best known and most talented musicians from several prominent Cajun bands) and recorded in New Orleans, the 17 hits include “Jambalaya,” “ ‘Grand Mamou,” “Dance de Mardi Gras,” “Dance, Cajun, Dance,” “Allons a Lafayette” and “Cowboy Waltz.”

CD# MGRS 1014 $14.98

Jesus Rocked the Jukebox 2-CD Set
Jesus Rocked the Jukebox is a soulful collection of small-group black gospel music, recorded between 1951 and 1965. A spirited celebration, the 2-disc set contains some of the most foundational and influential songs in American Gospel history — arguably the most important genre in the development of Soul, R&B, and Rock and Roll.

2CD# CRFT CR00003 $22.98

Tell It To Me: The Johnson City Sessions Revisited
While less widely known than the Bristol Sessions, the Johnson City Sessions, recorded between 1928 and 1929, can’t be ignored. This album presents a dynamic overview of Appalachian music performed by the most authentic musicians in beautifully remastered quality. The album features an essay by Grammy Award-nominated liner notes writer Ted Olson.

CD# BFLY 17591 $12.98

Sister Rosetta Tharpe: Eight Classic Albums 4-CD Set
Arkansas native Rosetta Tharpe was one of gospel music’s first superstars, and the first gospel performer to record for a major record label. Hear this powerhouse singer perform on 8 classic original albums from the 50s and 60s, including Blessed Assurance, Gospel Train, The Gospel Truth, Gospels in Rhythm, and more. She was a singing and guitar-playing phenom who was “the original soul sister.”

4CD# RTR 8205923 $12.98

Simon & Garfunkel: Essential 2-CD Set
When childhood friends Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel blended their voices, their melodies were lovely, their lyrics intelligent—and 50 years later, it’s still great music. This 40-track collection includes all of their Top 100 singles and well as beloved album cuts including “Mrs. Robinson,” “Homeward Bound,” “ Cecilia,” “The Sound of Silence,” “I Am a Rock,” “The Boxer,” “America,” “My Little Town,” and much more.

2CD# SMG C290716 $19.98

Chime Bells: The Best of Country Yodel
Yodeling was a very present facet in early country music. This 27-track album includes a diverse collection of early country songs which feature the unique Alpine vocal technique. Of course, there are songs from Jimmie Rodgers (who was one of the first artists to yodel), including “Treasure Untold,” as well as songs from Bonnie Lou, Patsy Montana, Elton Britt, and more.

CD# JAIE CD3566 $16.98

Jesus Christ Superstar 2-CD Set
This double disc features the musical performed on Broadway and in London. The album was also known as “The Singing Brakeman,” “The Blue Yodeler,” and “The Father of Country Music.” This mammoth five-disc collection from JSP Records boasts 109 remastered tracks from the legendary country singer.

5CD# JSP JSP7704 $29.98

The Fabulous Sounds of the Dukes of Dixieland 2-CD Set
The Dukes of Dixieland were the first jazz band to record in stereo and all of the albums on this fantastic 2 CD set are in glorious stereo. Features many great classic Dixieland songs like “Dimples” and “South Rampart Street Parade” and a rare vocal outing from Betty Owens on “My Blue Heaven”.

2CD# JAIE CD721 $22.98

Chime Bells: The Best of Country Yodel
Yodeling was a very present facet in early country music. This 27-track album includes a diverse collection of early country songs which feature the unique Alpine vocal technique. Of course, there are songs from Jimmie Rodgers (who was one of the first artists to yodel), including “Treasure Untold,” as well as songs from Bonnie Lou, Patsy Montana, Elton Britt, and more.

CD# JAIE CD3566 $16.98

The Fabulous Sounds of the Dukes of Dixieland 2-CD Set
The Dukes of Dixieland were the first jazz band to record in stereo and all of the albums on this fantastic 2 CD set are in glorious stereo. Features many great classic Dixieland songs like “Dimples” and “South Rampart Street Parade” and a rare vocal outing from Betty Owens on “My Blue Heaven”.

2CD# JAIE CD721 $22.98

Chime Bells: The Best of Country Yodel
Yodeling was a very present facet in early country music. This 27-track album includes a diverse collection of early country songs which feature the unique Alpine vocal technique. Of course, there are songs from Jimmie Rodgers (who was one of the first artists to yodel), including “Treasure Untold,” as well as songs from Bonnie Lou, Patsy Montana, Elton Britt, and more.

CD# JAIE CD3566 $16.98

The Fabulous Sounds of the Dukes of Dixieland 2-CD Set
The Dukes of Dixieland were the first jazz band to record in stereo and all of the albums on this fantastic 2 CD set are in glorious stereo. Features many great classic Dixieland songs like “Dimples” and “South Rampart Street Parade” and a rare vocal outing from Betty Owens on “My Blue Heaven”.

2CD# JAIE CD721 $22.98

Chime Bells: The Best of Country Yodel
Yodeling was a very present facet in early country music. This 27-track album includes a diverse collection of early country songs which feature the unique Alpine vocal technique. Of course, there are songs from Jimmie Rodgers (who was one of the first artists to yodel), including “Treasure Untold,” as well as songs from Bonnie Lou, Patsy Montana, Elton Britt, and more.

CD# JAIE CD3566 $16.98
The Best of American Folk & Blues 3-CD Set
Folk and blues music are truly all-American genres, and both took off during the 1960s folk revival. This 3-disc set gathers many of the leading figures of that era and genre, who went on to influence artists even today. Tracks include Bob Dylan's "Baby, Let Me Follow You Down," Pete Seeger's "Casey Jones," The Kingston Trio's "A Worn Out Man," and more.

3CD# HBIM 5082512 $14.98

50 Years With Peter, Paul & Mary DVD
Peter, Paul and Mary became virtually an overnight success during the 1960s. Not only did they "talk the talk" by singing their anti-war songs and civil rights songs, but they also "walked the walk." This DVD documentary chronicles five decades of their career, and includes rare and unseen footage including a BBC appearance from the early 1960s.

DVD# MDVA 760137962298 $19.98

The Carter Family: Wildwood Flower 2-CD Set
The Carter Family were pioneers of country music but their influence was far reaching and impacted future performers of other genres such as folk, pop/rock and even Southern gospel. This 2-CD set celebrates their early material (1927-41) and includes "Keep on the Sunny Side," "Wabash Cannonball," "Are You Lonesome Tonight?" "Worried Man Blues," "Wildwood Flower," plus many more classic tracks.

2CD# NOTW 2280 $14.98

Peggy Seeger: The Folkway Years 1955–1992
These titles have reached millions over the decades, as Peggy Seeger's love for tradition as well as her vocal abilities are evident in these songs, which include "Ladys, What Do You All Do," "Jane Jane," "The Wedding Dress Song," "Freight Train Blues," and more.

CD# SMIT 704008 $17.98

Tom Lehrer: Collection 1953–1960 2-CD Set
A mathematician and academic by profession, Tom Lehrer was one of the most individual and celebrated political and social musical satirists of the 1950s. This 2-CD collection includes studio and live versions of his best-known songs, including "A Christmas Carol," "Clementine," "The Old Dope Peddler," "The Masochism Tango," and more.

2CD# AOAT ADDCD3149 $15.98

Classic Railroad Songs

2CD# AOAT ADDCD3237 $17.98

The Weavers: At Carnegie Hall
The Weavers were one of America's most popular folk bands but in 1952, they were blacklisted by the House Un-American Activities Committee, forcing them to disband. Hear their legendary Carnegie Hall concert on Christmas Eve, 1955, when the Weavers re-united for this sold-out show. One of the finest concert recordings of all time, this is also one of the Weavers' best remembered albums. Songs include "Rock Island Line," "Wimoweh," "Goodnight Irene," and more!

CD# VGDC 731012 $14.98

If I Had A Hammer: The Great American Folk Album 3-CD Set
It was a time when music could change the world. Relive that special time with this compelling 3-CD collection of 75 of the biggest folk music hits of the 1950s and 1960s! Included are original hits from Peter, Paul and Mary, Joan Baez, The Kingston Trio, Pete Seeger, Judy Collins, Odetta, The Weavers, Woody Guthrie, Harry Belafonte, Chad Mitchell Trio, Lead Belly, The Limeliters, Burl Ives and many more!

3CD# DYN 3593 $24.98

Woody Guthrie All-Star Tribute Concert 1970 DVD
The Woody Guthrie All-Star Tribute Concert at the Hollywood Bowl honored the legendary singer songwriter, and those performances are now available on DVD! The biggest names of folk are featured, including Joan Baez, Pete Seeger, Ramblin’ Jack Elliot, and more. Actors Peter Fonda and Will Geer narrate the production.

DVD# MVDE 2331 $16.98

Bottleneck Guitar: 1926–2014 4-CD Set
This expertly remastered 4-CD box set presents both well known and rare recordings of guitar blues tunes from some of the most legendary bottleneck performers. Tracks include "You Can't Keep No Brown," by Bo Weary, "Bottleneck Blues," by Weaver & Beasley, "Mississippi County Farm Blues," by Son House, "Steel On My Hand" by Louisiana Red, and many more.

4CD# JSP 77211 $24.98

Paul Robeson: Live at Carnegie Hall 1958
It had been more than a decade since Paul Robeson had performed concerts in the US when he took the Carnegie stage on May 9, 1958. This concert, recorded live on these 22 tracks, marked his return. Robeson's rich, bass-baritone voice is beautiful in each song, despite the singer's age at the time. Songs include "Every Time I Feel The Spirit," "O! Man River," "Climbing Jacob's Ladder," and more.

CD# VGDC 720202B $18.98

This Land is Your Land: Various Artists
Throughout America's history, these 16 songs have unified and strengthened us in times of personal loss or struggle. Drawn from Vanguard Record's folk catalog, they will lift your spirits and inspire you to sing along. Lyrics are included. Includes Cisco Houston "This Land Is Your Land," Judy Collins "Turn, Turn, Turn," Bob Dylan "With God On Our Side," and much more.

CD# VGDC 797102 $18.98

The Essential Bob Dylan 2-CD Set
This 32-track collection is perfect for fans of Bob Dylan as well as casual music listeners. The Essential Bob Dylan lives up to its title with classic songs such as "Blowin' in the Wind," "Like a Rolling Stone," "All Along the Watchtower," "Quinn the Eskimo," "Lay Lady Lay," "Mr. Tambourine Man," "It's All Over Now, Baby Blue," "Maggie's Farm," "Tangled Up in Blue," and so many more!

2CD# SBMG 88843029532 $19.98

Freight Train 2-CD Set
Long before the automobile was even invented, the trans-continental railroad cut its way across the great plains. Since that pivotal time in American history, people have been singing songs of the railroad. Folk songs on this excellent 2-disc set include "Lonesome Train on a Lonesome Track," "Railroad Bill," "Long Black Train," "Chattanooga Choo Choo," "Hobo Bill's Last Ride," and more.

2CD# HBIM 4349661 $14.98

The Limeliters: Music with Style 2-CD Set
The Limeliters were one of the most successful folk groups at the start of the folk revival of the 1960s. On this two-disc set, we are presented with four complete LPs from the group's heyday. With 46 tracks in all, this is a must-have album for every folk music fan. Tracks include "Wayfarer Stranger," "Gotta Travel On," "Molly Malone," "The Hammer Song," and many more!

2CD# JAIE CD735 $19.98

Sing Out America: Best of Pete Seeger 2-CD Set
An amazing 2-CD collection featuring 50 of iconic folk music legend Pete Seeger's greatest hits as a solo artist and with The Weavers, including "Turn, Turn, Turn," "Goodnight Irene," "If I Had A Hammer," "We Shall Overcome," "This Land Is Your Land," "Where Have All The Flowers Gone," "Midnight Special" and more. Remastered for premium sound, this is the essential Pete Seeger collection!

2CD# DYN 4931 $24.98
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD#</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VRV 000627302</td>
<td>Willie Dixon: Essential Collection</td>
<td>$17.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLY 544277</td>
<td>The Best of Sonny Boy Williams</td>
<td>$16.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLMK 6612</td>
<td>Junior Wells: Houndo Man Blues</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOAT ACCFCD7503</td>
<td>T-Bone Walker: Ultimate Collection 1929–1957 5-CD Set</td>
<td>$29.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALI 514705</td>
<td>Otis Rush: Right Place Wrong Time</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALI 514748</td>
<td>Johnny Winter: 3rd Degree</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBIM 3499602</td>
<td>Big Mama Thornton: Essential Collection</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLYD 314571782</td>
<td>Hound Dog Taylor &amp; The Houseokcers</td>
<td>$26.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANY 723872</td>
<td>Buddy Guy: The Blues Is Alive and Well</td>
<td>$9.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA 19075812472</td>
<td>B.B. King: Live at the Apollo</td>
<td>$17.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRYS 70</td>
<td>Bo Diddley Is a Gunslinger</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBIM 5082515</td>
<td>Eric Clapton: Blues 2-CD Set</td>
<td>$16.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLFM 48</td>
<td>Big Mama Thornton: Essential Collection</td>
<td>$16.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT800072</td>
<td>Fenton Robinson: Somebody Loan Me A Dime</td>
<td>$14.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAFN B000627302</td>
<td>Muddy Waters: Definitive Collection</td>
<td>$17.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAN 34334</td>
<td>Albert King: Born Under a Bad Sign</td>
<td>$11.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBMG 86423</td>
<td>Mike Bloomfield: Retrospective</td>
<td>$22.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBIM 5082515</td>
<td>Willie Dixon: Ultimate Collection 2-CD Set</td>
<td>$16.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFTHT 800072</td>
<td>Otis Rush: Right Place Wrong Time</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALI 514748</td>
<td>Johnny Winter: 3rd Degree</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBYM 723872</td>
<td>Buddy Guy: The Blues Is Alive and Well</td>
<td>$9.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLFM 48</td>
<td>Big Mama Thornton: Essential Collection</td>
<td>$16.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLMK 6612</td>
<td>Junior Wells: Houndo Man Blues</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOAT ACCFCD7503</td>
<td>T-Bone Walker: Ultimate Collection 1929–1957 5-CD Set</td>
<td>$29.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALI 514705</td>
<td>Otis Rush: Right Place Wrong Time</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALI 514748</td>
<td>Johnny Winter: 3rd Degree</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBIM 3499602</td>
<td>Big Mama Thornton: Essential Collection</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLYD 314571782</td>
<td>Hound Dog Taylor &amp; The Houseokcers</td>
<td>$26.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANY 723872</td>
<td>Buddy Guy: The Blues Is Alive and Well</td>
<td>$9.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA 19075812472</td>
<td>B.B. King: Live at the Apollo</td>
<td>$17.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
John Lee Hooker: Whiskey & Wimmen
Salute the King of Boogie with this 16-track album that features some of the finest recordings that John Lee Hooker made during his career. Taken from the archives at Vee-Jay, Stax, Riverside, and Specialty Records, the album includes hits like "Whiskey & Wimmen," "Boogie Chillun," "Big Legs, Tight Skirt," "Boom Boom," and more.
CD# VEJJ VJR00003 $16.98

Freddie King: My Feeling for the Blues
Freddie King's album My Feeling for the Blues is a legendary blues album. These 11 tracks brilliantly showcase the prowess, artistry, and excitement that this magnificent artist presented to fans during his all too short career. Known as "The Texas Cannonball," his songs would go on to be covered by some of the biggest rock artists of all time. Tracks featured here include "Yonder Wall," "Wake Up This Morning," "Stormy Monday," and more.
CD# FRIM FRM1086 $18.98

John Mayall: Blues Breakers w/ Eric Clapton
In the late 1960s, Great Britain experienced a "blues boom," and this 1966 album was a key catalyst in the movement. Not only did it bring John Mayall the attention he deserved, it also carried Eric Clapton to the brink of stardom. The 14 tracks on this album make up what could possibly be the best British blues album ever, featuring songs like "All Your Love," "Little Girl," "Rambin' On My Mind," "Lonely Years," and more.
CD# PLYD 4228829672 $18.98

The Best of Jimmy Reed
Jimmy Reed’s success is largely due to the accessibility of his music. Never bothered with flashyness and virtuosity, his style was clean and simple, and everyone from local groups to Elvis Presley performed and recorded his songs. This 12-track album showcases the very best of his output, including the tunes "The Sun Is Shining," "Going to New York," "Baby What You Want Me to Do," and more.
CD# HBIM 1204498 $10.98

Best of Bonnie Raitt 1989–2003
Bonnie Raitt’s career boasts a long list of accolades. With more than 15 million album sales, nine GRAMMY Awards, and a membership in the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame, she sits among the top female artists in the rock and soul blues genre. This 1989–2003 collection features hits like "Something to Talk About," "I Can’t Make You Love Me," "Love’s Will," and more.
CD# CPT 904912 $18.98

Elmore James: Blues After Hours
Blues After Hours is the first compilation album from Elmore James, the "King of the Slide Guitar." First released in 1960, the album compiles 19 songs from his 1950s recordings including several hit singles. Songs include "Dust My Broom," "The Sky is Crying," "Shake Your Moneymaker," and more.
CD# HBIM 5042437 $16.98

Jimmy Dawkins: All For Business
CD# DLMK 634 $19.98

Buddy Guy: Stone Crazy
Buddy Guy was always commanding on stage. His virtuoso guitar playing and his shout-singing made him an unforgettable live performer. The six tracks on this album brilliantly capture that energy, and were recorded at a time when Buddy wasn’t spending much time in the studio, making them a true rarity. Tracks include "I Smell a Rat," "She’s Out There Somewhere," "Outskirts of Town," "When I Left Home," and more.
CD# ALI 514723 $19.98

The Very Best of Taj Mahal: Blues With A Feeling
Taj Mahal is a musician who wears many hats. He is a singer-songwriter, a film composer, and plays guitar, piano, banjo, and harmonica among many other instruments. He’s known for his incorporation of world music into his blues. This 20-track release includes some of his finest recordings in brilliantly mastered sound, including "Don’t Call Us," "Lovin’ in My Baby’s Eyes," "Here In the Dark," "That’s How Strong My Love Is," and more.
CD# COLB 8869771352 $9.98

The Fabulous Thunderbirds: Greatest Hits
Formed in Texas in 1974, The Fabulous Thunderbirds represent a new era in the blues tradition. Though the members changed from the early days to the 1980s and beyond, their heart-stomping, heavy-cutting style has not. This greatest-hits compilation features 11 tracks from across their recording career, proving that they are far from a one-hit wonder band. Songs include "Tuff Enough," "Rock This Place," "Two Time My Lovin’," and more.
CD# COLB 88697698512 $9.98

Son Seals Blues Band
Electric blues guitarist and singer Frank "Son" Seals first began playing at his father’s juke joint, the Dippy Doodle Club. Little did he know that he would go on to be inducted into the Blues Hall of Fame. This 10-track release includes some of his biggest hits alongside his backing band, including the song "Now That I’m Down," "Cotton Picking Blues," "Mother in Law Blues," "Sitting At My Window," and more.
CD# ALI 514703 $19.98

Luther Allison: Bad News is Coming
This reissue of Luther Allison’s blistering debut album includes four additional tracks, including the Freddy King instrumental "The Stumble." "Bad News is Coming" didn’t garner the respect it deserved upon its 1972 release, but Luther Allison is recognized today as the Chicago West Side master that he was. This 11-track album includes tracks "Little Red Rooster," "Raggedy and Dirty," "Sweet Home Chicago," and more.
CD# MOWT 4400134072 $19.98

Lucky Peterson: I’m Ready
CD# POLY 517513 $19.98

Ronnie Earl: Luckiest Man
The 12-track album The Luckiest Man confirms Ronnie Earl’s status as one of the most soulful blues/jazz/soul guitarists still performing today. The Luckiest Man is his 25th album release, and is dedicated to his longtime bandmate, bass player Jim Mouradian. Songs include "Southside Stomp," "Howlin’ Blues," "Death Don’t Have No Mercy," "Blues for Magic Sam," and more.
CD# STN 321396 $19.98
American Blues Century 3-CD Set
Blues music represents one of the many strands of music which comprise the rich cultural heritage of the USA. This exclusive 3-CD collection (only available through HBDirect) celebrates as many forms of the blues, from the earliest acoustic country blues in the Mississippi Delta to the distinctive styles of Texas and New Orleans, and the electric blues of Chicago and California. Artists include B.B. King, Muddy Waters, John Lee Hooker, Bessie Smith, Robert Johnson, and more.

ONLy AVAILABLE At HB DirecT!
3CD# HBIM ACRE902 $22.98

Christine “Kingfish” Ingram: Kingfish
Christine “Kingfish” Ingram is proof that the blues tradition is alive and well in the younger generation. Born in 1999, Kingfish Ingram presents his band at only 20 years old. His impassioned singing and potent songwriting invigorate the blues tradition with a new, youthful fire. Songs include “Love Ain’t My Favorite Word,” “Been Here Before,” “It Ain’t Right,” and more.

Keb Mo
Keb Mo was a veteran backup guitarist before he released his 1994 debut album, presented here in brilliantly remastered quality. His fresh approach to acoustic blues along with his ability to write a memorable has made him a staple of the modern blues scene. Songs on this 13-track release include the classics “Every Morning,” “She Just Wants to Dance,” “Dirty Low Down and Bad,” and more.

Fantastic Negrito: The Last Days of Oakland
Xavier Amin Dphrepaulezz, better known by his stage name Fantastic Negrito, is an American musician whose individual style crosses genre lines from blues to R&B to roots music. This 2016 album was a GRAMMY winner for Best Contemporary Blues Album. The 15-track release features songs “Working Poor,” “Scary Woman,” “Rant Rushmore,” and more.

Matt Andersen: Live From The Phoenix
Matt Andersen has become known as a larger-than-life showman. His exciting live performances have earned him a fervent and loyal audience everywhere he performs. His blues, roots, and rock hybrid creates a unique sound, and his virtuosic guitar playing has created buzz across the US and abroad. This album features 13 tracks recorded live at a show in Phoenix, Arizona.

Seaccio Steve: I Started Out With Nothin’
When Seaccio Steve recorded the album Dog House Music in his kitchen in 2006, it had no idea it would become a surprise hit. This 11-track album is the follow up. Having performed with the likes of Lightnin’ Hopkins, Modest Mouse, and John Lee Hooker, it’s about time he get the recognition he deserves for his solo work! Songs include “Walkin Man,” “Just Like a King,” “Chiggers,” “Happy Man,” and more.

Colin James: Blues Highways
Colin James wrapped up his “Hearts On Fire” tour in the spring of 2015. When the tour ended, James was so happy with the band he was playing with, he decided to make a record. For the project, he chose a collection of his favorite blues tunes. This 13-track release is the result. Songs include “Gypsy Woman,” “Boogie Funk,” “Hoodoo Man Blues,” “Last Fair Deal,” and more.

Taj Mahal/Keb Mo: TajMo
TajMo makes the convergence of two unique American artists who already have impressive individual legacies – Taj Mahal and Keb Mo. The best of both artists is brought out in these 11 tracks, each showcasing their distinctive personalities, and styles to create a new sound that is once rooted in tradition and a new and exciting frontier.

Eric Bibb: Global Grit 2-CD Set
Eric Bibb’s 2-disc album Global Grit comes on the heels of his GRAMMY-nominated “Migration Blues.” On his five-decade career he has garnered two Grammy nominations and multiple Blues Foundation awards. This release features 24 tracks, including songs like “Racism & Equality.” “Michael, Row Da Boat Ashen,” “Hoise Up The Banner,” “Listen for the Spirit,” and more.

Jontavious Willis: Spectacular Class
Born in 1996, young country blues artist Jontavious Willis enjoys a successful career as a singer, guitarist, songwriter, and multi-instrumentalist. Spectacular Class debuted at number 12 in the Billboard Blues Albums Chart in May 2019. In these 10 tracks, one can hear the influences of Willis’s mentors, Keb Mo and Taj Mahal. Songs include “Low Down Ways,” “Take Me To The Country,” “Liquor,” and more.

Big Daddy Wilson: Deep In My Soul
Big Daddy Wilson hails from a rural area in North Carolina where he worked on tobacco and cotton farms before turning to his true passion, music. This 12-track release features all original songs and was recorded in 2018. Songs include “Ain’t Got No Money,” “Trapping On You,” “Hold On To Our Love,” “Redhead Steppchid,” and more.

Mighty Sam McClain: A Hundred Years from Today
For the project, he chose a collection of his favorite blues tunes. This 10-track album features all original songs and was recorded in 2017. Songs on this 12-track release include the songs “Lulu’s Back On The Scene,” “Bent,” “Price to Pay,” “Ball and Twine,” and more.

Colin James: Blues Highways
Colin James wrapped up his “Hearts On Fire” tour in the spring of 2015. When the tour ended, James was so happy with the band he was playing with, he decided to make a record. For the project, he chose a collection of his favorite blues tunes. This 13-track release is the result. Songs include “Gypsy Woman,” “Boogie Funk,” “Hoodoo Man Blues,” “Last Fair Deal,” and more.

The Cold Stares: Head Bent
The hardworking Nashville duo The Cold Stares are proof that you don’t need a six-piece band to sound like one... so wrote the Counter Press. The Cold Stares is Chris Tapp and Brian Mullins, who came together in 2008 to jam with no preconceived notions. Lucky for us, the duo began to perform and record. This 11-track release, released in 2017, includes fan favorites like “Head Bent,” “Price to Pay,” “Ball and Twine,” and more.

TeaCn CRE00431 $19.98

Keller Williams: Raw
Keller Williams combines elements of folk, bluegrass, rock, reggae, jazz, funk, and blues to create a unique musical style. This 10-track album is a display of his real guitar skills, as it’s the first acoustic album he has ever released. Songs include “Short Ballad of Camp Zoe,” “Thanks Leo,” “Ticks When Told,” “Return To The Moon,” and more.

OhioVIZT 2016 $17.98

Mighty Sam McClain: A Hundred Years from Today
Veterans of the rich Texarkana roots music scene, Steve Howell and Jason Weinheimer join forces to bring us A Hundred Years from Today, a beautiful collection of country blues and traditional jazz tunes. These 10 tracks are fascinating and accessible, and include the songs “Lulu’s Back in Town,” “A Hundred Years from Today,” “Basin Street Blues,” “Rocking Chair,” and more.

Big Daddy Wilson hails from a rural area in North Carolina where he worked on tobacco and cotton farms before turning to his true passion, music. This 12-track release features all original songs and was recorded in 2018. Songs include “Ain’t Got No Money,” “Trapping On You,” “Hold On To Our Love,” “Redhead Steppchid,” and more.

The Cold Stares: Head Bent
The hardworking Nashville duo The Cold Stares are proof that you don’t need a six-piece band to sound like one... so wrote the Counter Press. The Cold Stares is Chris Tapp and Brian Mullins, who came together in 2008 to jam with no preconceived notions. Lucky for us, the duo began to perform and record. This 11-track release, released in 2017, includes fan favorites like “Head Bent,” “Price to Pay,” “Ball and Twine,” and more.

ACOUSTIC BLUES
**Retro Music Favorites**

Elvis: Live 1969 11-CD Set

In 1969, Elvis Presley returned to the stage after his short hiatus to do film work. This never-before-released 11-CD set is released to commemorate the 50th anniversary of that return concert. These live recordings prove that The King hadn’t lost his touch. Songs include “All Shook Up,” “Blue Suede Shoes,” “In The Ghetto,” “Can’t Help Falling In Love,” and many more.

11CD# COLB 190759040842 $139.98

The Essential Elvis Presley 2-CD Set

2CD# COLB 82676890482 $17.98

The Songs of Carole King 3-CD Set

This astounding digitally remastered 3-CD, 74-track set is entirely devoted to music written by the 17-to-20-year-old Carole King. Known as the ‘Queen of the Brill Building’, King wrote hit songs for Bobby Vee, The Shirelles, The Drifters, The Everly Brothers, Connie Stevens, and many more. They’re all here including #1 hits like “Loco-Motion” by Little Eva, “Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow” by the Shirelles, “Go Away Little Girl” by Steve Lawrence, and “Take Good Care Of My Baby” by Bobby Vee.

3CD# NOTW 3092 $19.98

The Essential Leonard Cohen 2-CD Set

This two-disc, 31-track release follows songwriter Leonard Cohen through his musical career, from poet and novelist who happened to sing a little on the side to a groundbreaking musician whose vocals and complex arrangements are perfectly suited to one another. Tracks feature songs like “Bird On A Wire,” “Hallelujah,” “Closing Time,” “A Thousand Kisses Deep,” and more.

2CD# COLB 86884C2K $17.98

The Everly Brothers: The Singles Collection 1956–1962 2-CD Set

The Everly Brothers remain one of the most famous duos of all time. They influence on vocal harmony continue to majorly influence popular music groups. They recorded an immense catalog of music between 1956 and 1962. Now, all of the singles recorded during that time are collected in one place. Songs include “The Sun Keeps Shining,” “Devoted To You,” “Poor Jenny,” “Crying in the Rain,” and more.

2CD# JAIE 792 $19.98

Chuck Berry: Eight Classic Albums 4-CD Set

Rock pioneer Chuck Berry refined and developed rhythm and blues into the major elements that made rock and roll distinctive. Enjoy five classic albums from Berry on this sensational 4-CD set, which includes additional bonus recordings for The Chess label.

After School Session, One Dozen Berrys, Berry is On Top, Rockin’ At The Hop, and New Juke Box Hits.

4CD# RET0 188822 $12.98

Destination Moon: 50 Years – First Man On the Moon

The 34 tracks on this album are an equal mix of chart toppers and rarities, and each one reflects the adventurous approach to the moon landing of 1969. Audio documents are included, like President John F. Kennedy’s 1962 announcement, as well as those famous words by Neil Armstrong when he set foot on the moon. Other songs include “Moon Twist,” “Rocket To The Moon,” “Space Flight,” and more.

CD# BFLY 17527 $12.98

Ferrante & Teicher: The Collection

American pianists Arthur Ferrante and Louis Teicher found a niche in the piano duo market. The piano duo showcased some of their finest arrangements, such as “West Side Story Overture,” “Charlots Of Fire,” “Ol’ Man River,” and more.

CD# VSD VSD5919 $17.98

Lawrence Welk’s Musical Treasures 2-CD Set

Lawrence Welk was an American musician, accordionist, and bandleader who entertained generations on The Lawrence Welk Show from 1951 to 1982. Enjoy 24 favorites with a host of guests vocalists on this 2-CD collection. Songs include “Take The A’Train,” “Tie A Yellow Ribbon,” “Ol’ Man River,” “I Left Ramrods Keep Fallin’ On My Head,” and many more.

2CD# WLKR 182832D $12.98

Mitch Miller: Sing Along with Mitch 3-CD Set

Mitch Miller had an interesting career. Not only was he the head of A&R for Columbia Records, he was also one of the label’s most popular recording artists. Through the 1950s and 1960s, Mitch Miller produced hit after hit, and even hosted his own prime time television music show.

This 3-disc set features 67 of Miller’s most famous recordings including “You Are My Sunshine,” “Red River Valley,” “Smiles,” and many more.

3CD# TADS 9356828 $22.98

The Ventures: Eight Classic Albums 4-CD Set

This 4-CD set contains eight complete albums from the instrumental rock legends, covering their early years from 1960–1962. Albums include Walk Don’t Run, The Colorful Ventures, Going To Ventures Dance Party!, Twist With The Ventures, Mashed Potatoes & Gravy, Another Smash, The Ventures, and Twist Party!, Vol. 2. Eight remastered albums in their entirety!

4CD# HBIM 8204929 $12.98

The Greatest Novelty Songs 3-CD Set

Cute, catchy, and often comical, the novelty song originated in the Victorian era inside of music halls where acts would perform a mixture of music, comedy, and variety entertainment. Guardsed to make you smile, this 3-CD, 75-track collection features favorite tunes such as The Coasters’ “Charlie Brown,” David Seville’s “Witch Doctor,” and, of course, Brian Hyland’s “Itsy Bitsy Teenie Weenie Yellow Polka Dot Bikini.” These songs include “The Sun Keeps Shining," "Devoted To You," "Poor Jenny," "Crying in the Rain," and more.

3CD# HBIM 5017591 $16.98

Ferrante & Teicher: The Collection

American pianists Arthur Ferrante and Louis Teicher found a niche in the piano duo market. The piano duo showcased some of their finest arrangements, such as “West Side Story Overture,” “Charlots Of Fire,” “Ol’ Man River,” and more.

CD# VSD VSD5919 $17.98

The Everly Brothers: The Singles Collection 1956–1962 2-CD Set

The Everly Brothers remain one of the most famous duos of all time. They influence on vocal harmony continue to majorly influence popular music groups. They recorded an immense catalog of music between 1956 and 1962. Now, all of the singles recorded during that time are collected in one place. Songs include “The Sun Keeps Shining,” “Devoted To You,” “Poor Jenny,” “Crying in the Rain,” and more.

2CD# JAIE 792 $19.98

The Stax Classics series celebrates some of the iconic Memphis label’s greatest stars from the 1960s and 70s.

**Stax Classics**

Isaac Hayes: Stax Classics

CD# FAN STX00199 $9.98

William Bell: Stax Classics

CD# FAN STX00201 $9.98

Johnnie Taylor: Stax Classics

CD# FAN STX00202 $9.98

The Staple Singers: Stax Classics

CD# FAN STX00203 $9.98

The Dramatics: Stax Classics

CD# FAN STX00204 $9.98

**Hitsville: The Making of Motown 2-CD Set**

The Showtime documentary film “Hitsville: The Making of Motown” has already received glowing reviews. This 2-disc set is the hit-filled soundtrack to the motion picture. The songs highlight the founding years of this iconic record label, with songs including “Where Did Our Love Go,” “Dancing in the Street,” and many more.

2CD# MWNS B002991602 $20.98

**Jack Jones: Easy Listening 2-CD Set**

This 40-track album on two discs perfectly illustrates why Jack Jones remains one of the front-runners in the easy-listening genre. In fact, Mel Torme endorsed him as “the greatest pure singer of our time.” Songs include “I’ve Got A Lot Of Livin’ To Do,” “There Will Never Be Another You,” “The Long and Windy Road,” “Make Room for the Joy.”

2CD# NOTW 3497476 $12.98

**Carpenters: Gold 2-CD Set**

This 2-CD set has it all from the sibling duo that took the musical world by storm in the early 1970s! During their 14-year career, Karen and Richard Carpenter recorded 11 albums, 31 singles, and hosted a television series. This album includes 40 more songs, including all of their big hits and memorable album tracks. Songs include “There’s A Kind Of Hush (All Over The World),” “Top Of The World,” “(They Long To Be) Close To You,” “Rainy Days And Mondays,” and many more!

2CD# UTV 8000177702 $24.98

**100 Greatest Love Songs 4-CD Set**

Enjoy a wealth of classic love songs with 100 Greatest Love Songs, a 4-disc collection including some of the biggest names in popular music. All your favorites are here including Elvis Presley, The Beatles, Cliff Richard, Sam Cooke, the Four Seasons, Buddy Holly and many more. This 4-CD set includes classics that you’ll want to hear again and again, like “You Send Me,” “Love Me Do,” “Chances Are,” “Sealed With A Kiss,” “Love Potion No. 9,” and many more.

4CD# HBIM 5048689 $19.98

**Creedence Clearwater Revival: Ultimate Collection 3-CD Set**

This is the ultimate Creedence Clearwater Revival collection, featuring 52 timeless tracks on three compact discs! Songs include “Bad Moon Rising,” “Down On The Corner,” “Looking Out My Back Door,” “Proud Mary,” and more. An absolute must forCCR fans and all fans of classic rock music. Creedence Clearwater Revival never sounded so good!

3CD# FAN 34162 $24.98
Pearl Bailey: Pears-The Albums 1952–1957 2-CD Set
Actress, singer, and author Pearl Bailey enjoyed a successful and multifaceted career that lasted a half a century. After her emergence in the 1950s, she became one of the most loved American performers of the 20th century. This 2-disc set presents the albums that she recorded during the mid 1950s – 5 complete albums in all!

2CD# JIAE 8085723 $19.98

Essential Boogie Woogie 2-CD Set
When the pianists Pete Johnson, Albert Ammons, and Meade Lux Lewis sat down on stage at Carnegie Hall in 1938, they had no idea the impact they would have on R&B and Rock and Roll for decades to come. This 2-disc set features 40 boogie woogie songs that have stood the test of time, including “Blues On The Downbeat,” “Tiger Rag,” “Handful of Keys,” and more.

2CD# NOTW 3497520 $12.98

Doris Day: The Hits Collection 1945–1962 3-CD Set
During the post-war era, Doris Day ruled the screen and the airwaves. With her stunning good looks and bubbly personality, she remains one of the decade's outstanding performers. This 3-disc set presents Doris Day classics such as “The Whole World is Singing My Song,” “A Bushel and a Peck,” “Please Don’t Eat the Daisies,” and more.

3CD# AOAT 9082 $19.98

Mantovani: Moon River 2-CD Set
This release features Britain's most popular musical act before the Beatles came along: Mantovani and his Orchestra. Mantovani was the first act to sell over one million stereo albums. They also, in 1959, had 6 albums simultaneously in the United States Top 30 chart. With 2 discs and 50 total tracks, this release does what featured recordings including “Moon River,” “Moulin Rouge,” “Summertime,” “The Sound of Music,” and many more.

2CD# HBIM 5009425 $17.98

The Very Best of Swing! 3-CD Set
Swing was the thing, the pop music of its day. There are few sounds more thrilling than a big band at full pelt, and Mantovani was one of the most popular during the swing era, and Miller was the best-selling recording artist during the early 1940s. These discs feature all of his biggest hits, like “Little Brown Jug,” “Chattanooga Choo Choo,” and of course his most popular tune, “In The Mood.”

3CD# NOTW 2268 $14.98

Mel Torme: The Early Years 1944–1947 3-CD Set
This 61-track 3-CD set comprises Mel Torme's recordings for Decca leading the Mel-Tones as they recorded both under their own name and with artists like Bing Crosby and Eugenie Baird and as featured artists with Artie Shaw's orchestra. Tracks include “A Stranger In Town,” “There’s No Business Like Show Business,” “St. Louis Blues,” “Try A Little Tenderness,” “Am I Blue,” “Born To Be Blue,” and many more. 3 discs in all!

3CD# AOAT 9086 $19.98

America’s Number Ones of the 50’s 5-CD Set
The 1950s were an eventful decade in the history of 20th century music, with the rise of rock and roll, the demise of big band jazz, and the beginnings of the folk revival. All of the biggest names of the decade are featured in this 124-track set, with tracks including “Tennessee Waltz,” “Rock Around the Clock,” “Jailhouse Rock,” “Smoke Gets In Your Eyes,” “At The Hop,” and more.

5CD# AOAT ACFCD7501 $29.98

Composer, conductor, and arranger Henry Mancini is one of America’s most versatile talents. While today he is remembered mostly for his movie and television scores, he enjoyed quite a few hits on the US and UK charts. This 30-track release has put together his singles released between 1956 and 1962, and includes favorites like “Hot Rod,” “Peter Gunn Theme,” “Moon River,” “Breakfast at Tiffany’s,” and more.

CD# JIAE 8266627 $16.98

The Best of Don Shirley 2-CD Set
Don Shirley was one of the first genre-crossing artists. He tinged his jazz with soul, and his soul with classical. He easily mixed influences of Chopin and Ray Charles, and Rachmaninoff and Duke Ellington. This 2-disc set gathers some of his best work, including "Whose My Bess," "Lullaby Of Birdland," "These Foolish Things," and more. Shirley’s experiences also inspired the 2018 film Green Book.

2CD# NOTW 3497469 $12.98

Vera Lynn: The MGM Years
Most known for her tours during WWII, Vera Lynn recorded these twenty beautiful numbers for the MGM label in 1961 alongside the splendid Geoff Love Orchestra. Featured tracks include “You’ll Be Seeing Us,” “As Time Goes By,” “Theme From A Summer Place,” “Young At Heart,” “Unforgettable,” and many more.

CD# MVDA 5055121112976 $15.98

The Very Best of Glenn Miller 2-CD Set
Very few singers of the 20th Century achieved the popularity and respect of Jo Stafford. A highly-diversified musician whose repertoire included American standards, folk music, sacred works, jazz, seasonal songs, and comedy. This comprehensive 2-CD, 53-song set includes hits such as “Candy” (Diamonds are a Girl’s Best Friend), "I’ll Be Seeing You," “Love’s Old Sweet Song,” and much more!

2CD# ONDY 2113 $15.98

Jo Stafford: The Ultimate Collection
Enjoy the sounds of Glenn Miller, the legendary band leader brought to life on over 40 tracks on two digitally remastered CDs. His big band was one of the most popular during the swing era, and Miller was the bestselling recording artist during the early 1940s. These discs feature all of his biggest hits, like "Little Brown Jug", "Chattanooga Choo Choo", and of course his most popular tune, "In The Mood."

CD# EMD EMU9960722CD $15.98

Nat King Cole: Complete US & UK Hits 1942–1962 5-CD Set
Nat King Cole’s success reflected his ability to transcend the boundaries between jazz and easy listening pop. This collection brings together in a 115-track 5-CD set, all of his US Billboard chart entries and his UK hits, up until 1962, and includes classic No. 1s like "Nature Boy," "Mona Lisa" and "Too Young," as well as many other iconic recordings, notably the perennial favorite “When I Fall In Love."

5CD# AOAT ACFCD7507 $24.98

Julie London: Eight Classic Albums 4-CD Set
Beloved jazz vocalist Julie London released a total of 32 albums of pop and jazz standards during the 1950s and 1960s. This 4-disc set gathers together 8 albums from the most popular period of her career, including Julie Is Her Name, Lonely Girl, Calendar Girl, Make Love To Me, About The Blues, Julie, London, and with Pete King & His Orchestra, and Julie Is Her Name, Vol. 2.

4CD# RITOR 8210326 $12.98

Johnny Mathis Sings the Great American Songbook 2-CD Set
Johnny Mathis is one of the best interpreters of the Great American Songbook. This collection features 40 performances recorded in the late 1950s and early 1960s when he was working with great arrangers such as Ray Conniff. Tracks include “That Old Black Magic,” “Misty,” “My Funny Valentine” and more.

2CD# RETO 741 $10.98

Maureen O’Hara Sings Love Letters & Favourite Irish Songs
Maureen O’Hara is most remembered for her acting career; although when she took a year break she tried her hand at singing and recorded two albums, both of which are featured here. This thirty track collection features her albums Sings Her Favourite Irish Songs (including Irish folk songs like “Danny Boy,” and “A Kerry Gow”) and Love Letters, a selection of her favorite songs from the Great American Songbook.

CD# HBIM 5069888 $15.98

Go Johnny Go! DVD
This film, featuring heavy-hitting rock and roll stars like Chuck Berry, Ritchie Valens, Eddie Cochran, Jimmy Clanton, Jackie Wilson and more, has been restored from the original negative and is now available for you to own. Travel back in time to the early 1950s, when rock and roll was changing America at 45 revolutions per minute. Also included in the special features is commentary by Richard Roberts and Brent Walker, as well as the original theatrical trailer.

DVD# MVDA 688474350526 $16.98
Creedence Clearwater Revival: Live at Woodstock

Live at Woodstock contains the entirety of Creedence Clearwater Revival’s 11-song set from the legendary music festival. This long-sought-after release celebrates the 50th anniversary of Woodstock and gives fans a front row seat toCCR’s stirring performance, which includes classics like “Born on the Bayou,” “Green River,” “Comin’ Down,” and more!

CD# CRFT 00219 $17.98

Woodstock Diary 1969: Friday Saturday Sunday DVD

The Woodstock Diary is famed filmmaker D.A. Pennebaker’s fascinating glimpse into the creation of the greatest festival of all time, 3 days that defined a generation. This DVD contains over 3 hours of “Fly on the Wall” documentary footage about the creation of the festival as well as footage filmed at the actual event. Also included are incredible live performances from Jimi Hendrix, The Who, Janis Joplin, Sly and the Family Stone, Joe Cocker, Crosby, Stills and Nash and more.

DVD# MVD5 WRD2467 $16.98

Sly & the Family Stone: Greatest Hits

A year following their groundbreaking performance at Woodstock, Sly & the Family Stone released this peerless collection of hits. The band enjoyed a joyous, hit-making run during the mid-20th century. Their professional debut was in 1959 at the Newport Folk Festival, and she began her career with Vanguard the next year. The material included on this compilation includes 20 of her biggest hits like “Everyday People,” “I Want To Take You Higher,” “Hot Fun in the Summertime,” “Dance to the Music,” and more!

CD# COLB 82876759102 $9.98

The Essential Janis Joplin 2-CD Set

This 30-track double-disc collection from Sony showcases the visceral power of Janis Joplin’s voice. Tracks from the 60s rock icon include “Down On Me,” “Piece of My Heart,” “Trust Me,” “Till Mama,” “A Woman Left Lonely,” her classic version of “Me and Bobby Mcgee,” and many more!

2CD# SBMG C2K87131 $17.98

Janis: Little Girl Blue DVD

DVD# FLMR 7601378304988 $19.98

Santana: Abraxas

Santana’s 1970 follow-up to their Woodstock-propelled smash #9 debut found leader Carlos Santana further expanding his San Francisco group’s already broad musical boundaries. Tracks on this #1 smash include Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen; Oye Como Va; Se a Cabo; Toussaint L’Overture; and a bonus live version of Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen.

CD# COLB 65490CK $9.98

The Who: Woodstock Festival 1969

The Who’s legendary set from Woodstock allowed the group to perform tracks from the Tommy album, which had released two months prior. Bookended by a couple of oldies, plus “My Generation” which concluded their hour-long set, Tommy dominated the setlist. Released here on CD for the first time, (complete with the mid-performance incident with Abbie Hoffman) this fine Who performance is now available!

CD# LFTM 886 $12.98

Joan Baez: Greatest Hits

Joan Baez laid the groundwork for female singer-songwriters during the mid-20th century. Her professional debut was in 1959 at the Newport Folk Festival, and she began her career with Vanguard the next year. The material included on this compilation includes 20 of her biggest hits like “Please Come to Boston,” “The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down,” “Simple Twist of Fate,” “Forever Young,” and more.

CD# A&M 3145405102 $18.98

Blood, Sweat & Tears Greatest Hits

The best-selling title in the Blood, Sweat & Tears catalog is now available digitally remastered – the way it was meant to sound! This release restores the album to its original form – all the hits plus two bonus tracks: “So Long Dixie” and “More And More.” Highlights include “You’ve Made Me So Very Happy,” “Spinning Wheel,” “And When I Die” and more.

CD# COLB 65729CK $9.98

Jimi Hendrix: Live at Woodstock

Enjoy one of the most immortal rock performances ever: Jimi Hendrix at Woodstock. Hendrix’s radical “Star Spangled Banner” became an apt metaphor for the music festival that became a cultural signifier. This posthumous album includes most of his Woodstock set, with songs such as “Hey Joe,” “Purple Haze,” “Fire,” “Voodoo Child (Slight Return),” and more — including, of course, “Star Spangled Banner”!

CD# COLB 19075935142 $9.98

The Band: Greatest Hits

Ex-Band members Levon Helm, Robbie Robertson and Garth Hudson supervised this release, which does an impressive job of boiling down some of the greatest rock albums ever into one 18-track collection. Tracks include “The Weight,” “Tears of Rage,” “Chest Fever,” “I Shall Be Released,” “Up on Cripple Creek,” “Rag Mama Rag,” “King Harvest,” and more. Essential listening!

CD# CPT 249412B $9.98

Oklahoma! Original Broadway Cast Recording

CD# IMPU B003037502 $17.98

Les Miserables: Highlights from Original Broadway Cast Recording

CD# DEC 440169982 $22.98

Hair: Original London Cast Recording

CD# DEC 3145199732 $14.98

Hugh Jackman: The Boy From Oz – Original Broadway Cast

CD# DEC B000157802 $17.98

The Addams Family: Original Broadway Cast Recording

2CD# DEC B000663202 $29.98

Mamma Mia! Original Broadway Cast Recording

CD# DEC B001428002 $17.98

Rent: Original Broadway Cast Recording

CD# DEC DRMD250003 $24.98

Joan Baez

Joan Baez laid the groundwork for female singer-songwriters during the mid-20th century. Her professional debut was in 1959 at the Newport Folk Festival, and she began her career with Vanguard the next year. The material included on this compilation includes 20 of her biggest hits like “Please Come to Boston,” “The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down,” “Simple Twist of Fate,” “Forever Young,” and more.

CD# A&M 3145405102 $18.98

Blood, Sweat & Tears: Greatest Hits

The best-selling title in the Blood, Sweat & Tears catalog is now available digitally remastered – the way it was meant to sound! This release restores the album to its original form – all the hits plus two bonus tracks: “So Long Dixie” and “More And More.” Highlights include “You’ve Made Me So Very Happy,” “Spinning Wheel,” “And When I Die” and more.

CD# COLB 65729CK $9.98

Jimi Hendrix: Live at Woodstock

Enjoy one of the most immortal rock performances ever: Jimi Hendrix at Woodstock. Hendrix’s radical “Star Spangled Banner” became an apt metaphor for the music festival that became a cultural signifier. This posthumous album includes most of his Woodstock set, with songs such as “Hey Joe,” “Purple Haze,” “Fire,” “Voodoo Child (Slight Return),” and more — including, of course, “Star Spangled Banner”!

CD# COLB 19075935142 $9.98

The Band: Greatest Hits

Ex-Band members Levon Helm, Robbie Robertson and Garth Hudson supervised this release, which does an impressive job of boiling down some of the greatest rock albums ever into one 18-track collection. Tracks include “The Weight,” “Tears of Rage,” “Chest Fever,” “I Shall Be Released,” “Up on Cripple Creek,” “Rag Mama Rag,” “King Harvest,” and more. Essential listening!

CD# CPT 249412B $9.98

Oklahoma! Original Broadway Cast Recording

CD# IMPU B003037502 $17.98

Les Miserables: Highlights from Original Broadway Cast Recording

CD# DEC 440169982 $22.98

Hair: Original London Cast Recording

CD# DEC 3145199732 $14.98

Hugh Jackman: The Boy From Oz – Original Broadway Cast

CD# DEC B000157802 $17.98

The Addams Family: Original Broadway Cast Recording

2CD# DEC B000663202 $29.98

Mamma Mia! Original Broadway Cast Recording

CD# DEC B001428002 $17.98

Rent: Original Broadway Cast Recording

CD# DEC DRMD250003 $24.98
Sarah Brightman: 2019 Tony Awards Season: Various Artists 2CD# RETO 707 $10.98

West Side Story OST 2-CD Set 2CD# RE 101439 $16.98

1 of the rock era. This set contains both the original movie and the Broadway soundtracks.

2019 Tony Awards Season: Various Artists

Tony Award Productions and Broadway Records are proud to bring you this 2019 Tony Award Season compilation album. Every Broadway musical from the 2018-2019 season, including the 2019 nominated musicals, are included. Tracks include "Head Over Heels," from We Got the Beat, and more. It's a great night for singing!

2CD# AEC 12019 $20.98

Sarah Brightman: The Andrew Lloyd Webber Collection

One of the most exciting collaborations in musical theatre is composer Andrew Lloyd Webber and singer/actress Sarah Brightman. Brightman performs 16 hits from the most popular Lloyd Webber musicals, including "Memory" (Cats), "Don't Cry For Me Argentina" (Evita), "The Music Of The Night" (Phantom of the Opera), and more. Featured duets include Michael Crawford, Cliff Richard, Jose Carreras and Sir John Gielgud.

2CD# DEC 3145939302 $19.98

The Essential George Gershwin 2-CD Set

George Gershwin's early death was a tragedy of epic proportions for American music, but this double-disc collection ably conveys, the music he left behind of its great significance and utmost importance. This impressive compilation includes memorable Gershwin favorites sung by Fred Astaire, Frank Sinatra, Billie Holiday, Ethel Waters, and many more.

2CD# SNYC 89913 $18.98

Jackie Evancho: The Debut

Jackie Evancho's exciting 2019 release The Debut is an album packed with contemporary theater songs from West Side Story, Wicked, Hamilton, Dear Evan Hansen,Waitress, Greatest Showman, and Rent. Tracks include "A Million Dreams," "Once Upon A December," "I'm Not That Girl," Falling Slowly," and more!

CD# JKEE 8252 $16.98

Max von Essen: Call Me Old Fashioned

Max von Essen has a deep love for the golden age of Broadway and the American Songbook. Inspired by this affection, the Tony-nominated musician breathes new life into Broadway standards and American classics on this 13-track album. Music in an "Almost Like Being In Love." "Can't Take My Eyes Off You," "Fly Me To The Moon," "Stairway to Paradise," and more!

CD# LLM 299 $16.98

Renee Fleming: Broadway

GRAMMY Award-winning soprano Renee Fleming presents this 10-track release featuring tunes from Broadway composers including Stephen Sondheim, Andrew Lloyd Webber, Rodgers & Hammerstein, and more. She is backed by the BBC Concert Orchestra, who brilliantly execute these exciting arrangements. Tracks include "Till There Was You," from The Music Man, "Something Wonderful," from The King and I, and many more.

CD# DEC B00873902 $17.98

My Fair Lady Cast Recording

This 18-track disc is Columbia Masterworks, most successful Broadway album! There have been many productions of Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe's masterpiece My Fair Lady, but nothing compares to this original 1956 version featuring Julie Andrews and Rex Harrison.

CD# SNYC 749917 $16.98

The Best of the Musicals 3-CD Set

The very best songs from the very best musicals are featured in this 60-track, 3-CD box set. Members of the London Theatre Orchestra and singers do a fantastic job covering these works. Tunes from all the great musicals, including Cats, Phantom of the Opera, The Lion King, West Side Story, Les Miserables, Cabaret, My Fair Lady, Hairspray, Wicked, and many more.

3CD# HBIM 2940962 $17.98

Anne-Sophie Mutter & John Williams: Across the Stars

Two GRAMMY®-winners team up for this album – violinist Anne-Sophie Mutter and film composer John Williams. Williams has adapted some of his most beloved and well-known scores just for Mutter. She is joined by The Recording Arts Orchestra of Los Angeles, with Williams himself conducting. Songs featured on this release include themes from Star Wars, Schindler's List, Harry Potter, Dracula, and more.

CD# DEC B003062902 $18.98

Henry Mancini: The Classic Soundtrack Collection 4-CD Set

In the field of soundtracks, Henry Mancini stands alone. Over his six-decade career, Mancini garnered an impressive 20 GRAMMY Awards. This four-disc set focuses on the films that he wrote for between the years 1958 and 1963, including music from Breakfast At Tiffany’s, The Pink Panther, Experiment in Terror, Peter Gunn, and more.

4CD# EGHT EN4CD9148 $17.98

It's A Grand Night For Singing: Music of Rodgers & Hammerstein 3-CD Set

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II together ushered in the golden age of musical theatre with their string of hit Broadway musicals during the 1940s and 1950s. This 3-CD set features over 60 songs from the pair’s best works, including “Oh What A Beautiful Morning,” “OKlahoma,” “Some Enchanted Evening,” “Getting To Know You,” “My Favorite Things,” and more!

3CD# DYN 3588 $26.98

The Essential Stephen Sondheim 2-CD Set

Here are 30 of the biggest hits and best-loved songs from Broadway’s most famous composer, Stephen Sondheim. This tuneful 2-CD set includes music from his entire Broadway career along with his music from film and television. Tracks include “America,” “Tonight,” and “Something”, from West Side Story; plus “Anyone Can Whistle,” and so many more songs from one of the most famous names in music history.

2CD# SBMG 88875180322 $17.98

The Best of Gilbert & Sullivan 4-CD/DVD Set

This lovely collection features more than 80 well-loved songs and choruses from famed duo Gilbert & Sullivan. The set also includes a bonus DVD featuring a live performance of Gilbert & Sullivan’s Greatest Hits from London’s Royal Albert Hall. Tracks include selections from Trial By Jury, The Sorcerer, The Pirates of Penzance, and many more.

4CD# HHML HHCDC318 $22.98

Andrew Lloyd Webber: Unmasked – Platinum Collection 2-CD Set

Unmasked – The Platinum Collection is the all-time greatest hits from the works of Sir Andrew Lloyd Webber, one of the most successful composers of our era. The 4-CD set featuring eight New recordings including tracks by Laza Del Rey, Gregory Porter, Nicole Scherzinger and an exclusive performance by Beyoncé. A 40-page booklet is also included, featuring an introduction by the composer.

2CD# VRV B002806302 $22.98

Bernard Herrmann: The Film Scores

Bernard Herrmann collaborated with Alfred Hitchcock on all his major films including Psycho, Vertigo, The Man Who knew Too Much, and many more. Herrmann has long been revered by soundtrack fans as a haunting composer with a ear for instrumental effects. Enjoy many of his greatest works & major film scores performed by the Los Angeles Philharmonic, under the baton of Esa-Pekka Salonen.

CD# SNY 6270 $18.98

Broadway Musicals: John McGinn on Broadway 13-CD Set

John McGinn was one of the finest American conductor and musical theatre archivists that has ever lived. This 13 disc release boasts complete recordings of Kern/Hammerstein's Show Boat (1927), Porter's Anything Goes (1934), Berlin's Annie Get Your Gun (1946), Brigadoon and Porter's Kiss Me Kate, and more, all made under McGinn's direction.

13CD# WRNC 983352 $99.98
The Lion King: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack

Disney’s spectacular new version of The Lion King brought familiar characters to the screen in a whole new way. The soundtrack features new recordings of the original songs by Elton John and Tim Rice, a score by Hans Zimmer, plus African vocal and choir arrangements by producer and composer Lebo M. Songs include such classics as “Hakuna Matata,” “The Lion Sleeps Tonight,” “He Lives in You,” and many more!

CD# WDIS D003166102 $19.98

Songs You Heard at the Movies 3-CD Set

It’s hard to imagine a horror movie without the suspenseful background music, or a romantic movie without a hearttugging, sweeping theme. This 3-CD set explores the relationship between film and music through the last hundred years. Songs include selections featured in films like Forrest Gump, Saving Private Ryan, Singin’ In The Rain, West Side Story, The Wizard Of Oz, and many more.

3CD# HBIM 5023767 $16.98

Great Classic Film Music

This fine collection brings together music from some of the most memorable films ever made. From the heyday of Hollywood, hear works by Max Steiner (Gone With The Wind) and Erich Wolfgang Korngold (The Adventures of Robin Hood), alongside pieces from John Williams (E.T., Close Encounters of the Third Kind). Also included are stirring works from two Soviet composers: Prokofiev’s score for Alexander Nevsky, and Khachaturian’s famous “Adagio” from Spartacus.

3CD# SOMM 5006 $17.98

The Sound of Bond 3-CD Set

Serve up this three-disc set shaken, not stirred. This compilation with 60 total tracks includes the soundtracks of the infamous 007, James Bond. Performed by esteemed ensembles such as The John Barry Seven, the City of Prague Philharmonic Orchestra, notable songs include “From Russia With Love,” “Skyfall,” “Goldfinger,” “Live and Let Die,” and a plethora of other exciting Bond tracks.

3CD# HBIM 5023766 $17.98

Crime Movie Songs 3-CD Set

During the twentieth century, both the film industry and the popular music industry boomed in popularity. It was inevitable that the two would converge. This 3-disc set presents 60 songs from big Hollywood blockbusters centering around the theme of crime. Songs from Goodfellas, A Clockwork Orange, The Departed, Pulp Fiction, American Gangster, and many more are included.

3CD# RETD 295 $15.98

Pavarotti: Music From the Motion Picture

Pavarotti is an exciting film that sheds light on the iconic tenor who brought opera into the mainstream. From the filmmaking team that brought us the documentary The Beatles: Eight Days A Week, this film puts audiences in the row center for an exploration of the legend that is Luciano Pavarotti. This 32-track release is filled with Pavarotti classics that are featured in the film, including favorites “Ave Maria,” and “Nessun Dorma.”

CD# DEC B003033002 $19.98

The Fellini Album: The Film Music of Nino Rota

Italian director Federico Fellini, with his distinct and unique style, made some of the most popular Italian movies during the mid-century. His films were very often scored by famous film composer Nino Rota. On this release, Riccardo Chailly and the Filarmonica della Scala present the film music that Nino Rota composed for Fellini films, showcasing one of the finest partnerships in film history.

CD# DEC B003032902 $19.98

Great Classic Film Music

Composer and conductor Elmer Bernstein produced some of cinema’s most memorable soundtracks across a career that spanned more than 50 years. This collection spans over five hours of music on four discs, featuring the very best of Elmer Bernstein’s scores including music from The Magnificent Seven, To Kill A Mockingbird, The Ten Commandments, Some Came Running, and more. Includes eight full, original soundtrack recordings!

4CD# EGH7 EN4CD9149 $24.98

Elmer Bernstein: Classic Soundtrack Collection 4-CD Set

Themes from Academy Award Winners

An outstanding compilation of music from Oscar wining films, this CD contains performances from the Boston Pops, the National Philharmonic, Henry Mancini and more. Tracks include John Williams’ “Star Wars (Main Title),” “Tonight,” from West Side Story, “Lara’s Theme,” from Dr. Zhivago, “Moon River,” from Breakfast at Tiffany’s, “Parade of the Charioteers,” from Ben-Hur, and many more.

CD# RCAI 60966 $17.98

Mary Poppins Original Soundtrack 2-CD Set

The soundtrack of the magical musical is one of the most loved and most successful soundtracks of all time. The soundtrack includes more than four hours of music, interviews, and commentary by the people who made the magic come alive. These 70 tracks include beloved songs like “A Spoonful of Sugar,” “Pavement Artist,” “Jolly Holiday,” “Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious,” “Feed the Birds,” “Chim Chim Cher-ee,” and more.

2CD# WDIS 5008612027 $19.98

Varese Sarabande: 40 Years of Great Film Music 2-CD Set

This 2-disc, 45 track set is a jubilant celebration of the biggest composers and most popular films of the last 40 years. These tracks include works by John Williams, Elmer Bernstein, Lalo Schifrin, Carter Burwell, Ennio Morricone, and many others.

2CD# VSD 00008 $24.98

Alfred Hitchcock: The Classic Soundtrack Collection 4-CD Set

With more than 50 film titles to his credit, Alfred Hitchcock will forever be known as one of the most influential film directors in history—particularly in the field of horror. This 4-disc set features soundtracks from Hitchcock’s classic films, including Dial M for Murder, Rear Window, Vertigo, The Birds, and Psycho.

4CD# EGH7 EN4CD9151 $17.98

The Film Music of Jerry Goldsmith

Oscar-winning composer Jerry Goldsmith has written scores and themes for over 250 films and TV shows. On this recording, Goldsmith conducts the London Symphony Orchestra in themes from some of the biggest hits for the silver screen, including Star Trek: The Motion Picture, The Russia House, The Boys from Brazil, Rudy, and Forever Young, as well as themes from Patton and MacArthur.

CD# TLC 80433 $17.98

John Williams: The Great Movie Soundtracks 4-CD Set

This 4-CD treasury contains selections from John Williams’ most iconic works. Tracks include music from Harry Potter & The Philosopher’s Stone, Indiana Jones & The Temple of Doom, Jaws, E.T., and Schindler’s List—an entire disc of scores from the Star Wars series—and a collection of works for national events and broadcasts. This must-have collection highlights Williams’ brilliance for creating pieces that become true cultural touchstones.

4CD# SBMG 88875127322 $24.98

The World of Hans Zimmer: A Symphonic Celebration 2-CD Set

The 2018 film Bohemian Rhapsody is a rousing celebration of the band Queen and their extraordinary lead singer Freddie Mercury. With his flamboyant personality and unparalleled talent, Mercury shattered convention and became one of the most loved and most remembered entertainers to ever live. This release includes 22 tracks taken from both studio recordings and live concerts, notably the famous Live Aid Concert of 1985.

2CD# SBMG 19075899052 $19.98

Queen: Bohemian Rhapsody Soundtrack

The Last of the Mohicans: Original Score

Composers Trevor Jones and Randy Edelman brought their relative strengths to Michael Mann’s The Last of the Mohicans and produced one of the most epic and stirring film scores of the 1990s. Styles alternate between Jones’ stirring, Celtic-infused pieces and Edelman’s sweeping themes. Tracks include “Prominatory,” “Cora,” “The British Arrival,” and “Top Of The World,” along with Clannad’s “I Will Find You.”

CD# HBIM 787575 $18.98

Schnittke: Film Music Edition 4-CD Set

This artistically compelling compositional technique found a nearly perfect equivalent in film, yet very few people are familiar with Alfred Schnittke’s actual film music, which amounted to more than 60 Soviet-era film scores between 1961–1984. Schnittke found the artistic regiminations like many composers in the then USSR, his work for film to a large extent contributed to his livelihood.

4CD# CAP 7196 $24.98
### WORLD MUSIC FAVORITES

#### Martin Hayes & Brooklyn Rider: The Butterfly

Legendary Irish fiddler Martin Hayes joins the string quartet Brooklyn Rider to present this album which is a result of the decade-long friendship between the two. The Butterfly pushes boundaries and breaks tradition while still honoring traditional Irish music. Any lover of Irish Celtic music will enjoy this 12-track album, which features new arrangements of traditional tunes.

- **CD# INAC 12**
- **Price**: $14.98

#### The Sound of Silk: Chinese Strings

Traditional music of China, particularly the string music of the guqin zither and pipa lute, has a long and celebrated history of more than two thousand years. The musical tradition of these instruments is closely related to the self-cultivation of scholars throughout the millennia. This album features traditional Chinese songs, as well as improvisations inspired by more modern traditions.

- **CD# ARCM 2846**
- **Price**: $18.98

#### The Magic of Nana Mouskouri 2-CD Set

Here are 50 digitally remastered recordings from Greek singing sensation Nana Mouskouri that captured the hearts of the world. From her very first album release, the angelic soprano has become the best-selling female artist of all time – over 350,000,000 records sold to date. This 2-CD collection assembles a cavalcade of her most-loved recordings.

- **2CD# HBIM 500787**
- **Price**: $14.98

#### Café Roma 2-CD Set

Rome, the Eternal City, has been a popular location for music aficionados. The musical feast featured here includes many of Italy’s most loved and famous singers, such as Mario Lanza, Ezio Pinza, and Sophia Loren. The special Italian warmth and charm is present throughout all 48 tracks, making this collection a must for fans of the Italian culture.

- **2CD# NOTW 2319**
- **Price**: $14.98

#### Tranquility – Music for Relaxation

A beautiful album of gentle music, ideal for meditation, yoga or simply for chilling with a glass of something delicious and refreshing. An hour of gorgeous, tranquil, relaxing music from Nepal, Russia, Egypt, India, the UK, and the USA (Native American flute).

- **CD# ARCM 2814**
- **Price**: $14.98

#### Eagle Song: Powwows of the Native American Indians

In the many different Native American pow wows held by clubs throughout the country, dancing remains the highlight and main feature. There are ceremonial as well as social dances and songs. This album includes famous pow wow singers and drum groups of the Ojibway, the Blackfoot and the Mi’maq tribes presenting ceremonial and social songs and dances. Band biographies & info about the tribes are also included. 18 tracks in all.

- **CD# ARCM 2803**
- **Price**: $14.98

#### German Drinking Songs 2-CD Set

This compilation of German popular music represents the diversity of songs and dances that might be heard at the annual Munich Oktoberfest. The 50 authentic, energetic tracks include “Drinking Songs,” by Will Glähe And His Orchestra, “Hab’ich einen Durst” by Oskar Ströer, “Klinge” by Werner Bohn, and “The Cuckoo Yodel” by the Loni Heumann Trio.

- **2CD# NOTW 2540**
- **Price**: $12.98

#### Krishna in Spring: Musical Explorers CD/DVD

This CD and DVD combination release focuses on the lively and exotic environmental influences of the Holi festival in Krishna’s heartland of Braj, Uttar Pradesh, India. Deben Bhattacharya’s film Krishna in Spring, made in 1969, is presented alongside an 8-track CD with performances dating from 1954 and 1968.

- **CD/DVD# ARCM 2745**
- **Price**: $20.98

#### Thunder Drums

A ‘thunderous’ exploration of nature and percussion! Percussion instruments were the musical focal of all ancient cultures and most notably the drum. This wonderful album highlights Native American, African, Latin, Aboriginal and South American influences and then merges them with the awesome sounds of a thunderstorm. The result is stunning!

- **CD# GJRR 650922376921**
- **Price**: $15.98

#### Somewhere Over the Rainbow: The Best of Iz

Iconic Hawaiian singer and ukulele player Israel Kamakawiwo’ole was propelled into the public eye after his reworkings of the classic songs “Somewhere Over the Rainbow” and “What a Wonderful World” were used in multiple film and television soundtracks. This 13-track compilation collects some of the gentle giant's best work, including traditional Hawaiian songs, and the pieces that made him famous.

- **CD# MAPP 9695**
- **Price**: $19.98

#### Mandolins from Italy: 24 Most Popular Melodies

This is perfect instrumental background music for your next Italian-themed dinner or garden party. Here are 24 enchanting, authentic mandolin tunes that will make you feel you are relaxing in the Piazze of Roma. Digitally remastered for premium sound!

- **CD# ARCM 2439**
- **Price**: $15.98

#### NEW RELEASES FROM NAXOS WORLD!

#### Folk Songs of Qinghai & Gansu

This release is the first volume in a series that explores China’s rich and diverse musical heritage. The songs featured here are folk songs of the five minority ethnic groups of Qinghai and Gansu provinces. As with Chinese traditional visual arts, the song titles explain their mood and origin.

- **CD# NXS 760882**
- **Price**: $14.98

#### Authentic Light Orchestra: The Sky is Cloudy

The Authentic Light Orchestra was founded in 2009 by the Swiss multi-instrumentalist with Armenian roots, Valeri Tolstov. His idea to combine ancient Armenian folk songs and mix them with classical influences, jazz, rock, and a touch of electronica to create a new musical form.

- **CD# NXS 761122**
- **Price**: $14.98

#### Most Relaxing New Age Music Album in the Universe 2-CD Set

Here are 24 sublime tracks, perfect for meditation or relaxation; the music also provides great background for reading, studying, and sleeping. Includes beautiful selections from masters of the New Age genre including Kitaro, Mari Fujwara, Hideo Shinmazu, and more.

- **2CD# SAVY KIN17494**
- **Price**: $15.98

#### Otava Yo: Do You Love

A group of professional folk musicians from St. Petersburg, Russia formed the group Otava Yo in 2003. Their goal was to present to the world new, fresh interpretations of Russian folk music so that their beloved art didn’t fall by the wayside and become forgotten by today’s ears. On the 9-track album Do You Love, the group performs works like “Once Upon a Time on a High Hill,” “Maidens Have Sown the Flax,” “The Ruby Rose Bush,” and more.

- **CD# ARCM 2862**

#### Code Sangala: Mizu

“Mizu” means roots in Chichewa, the national vernacular language in Malawi. For Code Sangala it marks a musical journey back into the authentic sound of Malawi. This music is inspired by traditional Malawian dances, giving them a contemporary flavor.

- **CD# NXS 76109**
- **Price**: $14.98

#### Papillon: Moyo

Papillon is a new name on the East African/Kenyan music scene. He not only writes his own music, but he designs and creates his own instruments. The title of this album, Moyo, means “heart” in Swahili, and “life” in Mboeree, Papillon’s mother tongue.

- **CD# NXS 761142**
- **Price**: $14.98

#### Folk Songs of Inner Mongolia and Helongjiang

The Folk Music of China series explores China’s rich and diverse musical heritage with songs from all 55 of the country’s ethnic minority groups. Vol. 2 features folk songs from Inner Mongolia and Helongjiang. As with traditional Chinese visual arts, the song titles explain their mood and origin.

- **CD# NXS 76089**
- **Price**: $14.98

#### Miriam Makeba 1956–1962 4-CD Set

Miriam Makeba was a ground-breaking vocalist, songwriter, actress and United Nations goodwill ambassador whose recordings spanned world music, jazz and Afropop stylings. She was also the first African to win a GRAMMY Award in 1965. This 4-disc set contains two of her classic albums (Miriam Makeba & The Many Voices of Miriam Makeba), plus bonus singles and deep album tracks.

- **4CD# HBIM 8202529**
- **Price**: $12.98

#### The Golden Zither

Be charmed by this album of zither music played by the late German zither player Karl Watzinger. The collection is sure to bring the invigorating crisp air and bright sunshine of the Alps to any setting. Includes waltzes, minuets, and traditional Bavarian tunes like “Lindflicher Tantz,” “Largo aus Xeres,” and more. 13 tracks in all.

- **CD# KADO KA20041**
- **Price**: $9.98

#### Edith Piaf: Voice of the Sparrow

It’s late night at a Parisian cabaret when a tiny gamine takes the stage, starts to sing – and breaks your heart. Edith Piaf’s raw, husky voice gave deep meaning to her songs of tragic love. The 17 digitally remastered selections on this definitive release include her signature song “La Vie en Rose,” plus “L’Accordeoniste,” “Hymne À l’Amour,” “Milord,” and “Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien.”

- **CD# PPHN 966325**
- **Price**: $16.98
**Tartan Scottish Box Set 3-CD Set**

Featuring 60 authentic Scottish songs and medleys, this 3-disc release is the ultimate box set of music from beautiful Scotland. Many of Scotland's most-loved anthems and folk songs are included here, performed by authentic Scottish musicians. Songs include: "Alar Larmadue," "Amazing Grace," "Scotland Forever," "Loch Lomond," "Ballad of Glencoe," and more.

**Best of Loreena McKennitt: The Journey So Far**

Once heard, never forgotten! Loreena McKennitt's music offers a cultural richness rarely heard in popular music featuring a range of instruments and textures that speak to the musical traditions of five continents. You’ll treasure 12 McKennitt classics including "The Mummer’s Dance," "Lady of Shalott," "Bonny Portmore," "Dante’s Prayer," "Marco Polo," and "The Bonny Swans."

**Traditional Songs of Britain & Ireland 2-CD Set**

Celebrating the best music from the Emerald Isle with this 2-disc box set that celebrates the time-honored tradition of Irish folk music with favorite artists. Songs include: "Down By The Glenside," "God Save Ireland," "Cliffs of Doneen," and many more. Also featuring a range of instruments and textures that speak to the musical heritage of Ireland, including "Mummer’s Dance," "Lady of Shalott," "Road Back," and more.

**Celtic Journeys: A David Arkenstone Celtic Collection**

Composer David Arkenstone pays tribute to the music of Sarah Brightman, Enya, Celtic Woman, Secret Garden, and many others. Songs include "When You Wish Upon A Star," "Hush Little Baby," "Brahms' Lullaby," and many more! Also includes "Ave Maria," "My Heart Will Go On," "A Time For Us," "You Raise Me Up," and others!

**Celtic Woman: Lullaby**

This beautiful compilation from Celtic Woman collects ten of the group’s most relaxing tracks. Songs include familiar sleepy-time standards like "When You Wish Upon A Star," "Hush Little Baby," "Brahms' Lullaby," and "Over the Rainbow," all of which are backed by expansive, soothing keyboards and anchored by the ladies’ effortless vocals.

**Celtic Woman: A New Journey**

Celtic Woman returns with Ancient Land, their first studio album since the GRAMMY-nominated Destiny in 2016. The album features the original compositions "Follow Me" and "Love & Honour," alongside traditional Irish songs and reimagined works of contemporary songs. Vocalists Mairéad Carlin, Eabha McMahon, and original member Megan Walsh and the sensational Tara Neill on fiddle are accompanied by an orchestra and an Irish full band of drums and pipes.

**Celtic Woman: The Journey So Far**

Destiny features four sublimely gifted Irish women – three glorious traditional standards and uptempo contemporary compositions including "Ave Maria," "One World," "Song Of Heaven," and the fiddle fueled "The Butterfly." It doesn’t matter the venue – you never forget a Saor Patrol show. The group leaves an impression whether at a metal festival, a smoky bar, or the Edinburgh Fringe. This special 20-track, 2-disc release was chosen by Saor Patrol fans - nicknamed "The Clan," to celebrate the pioneers of Scottish Celtic Rock. Tracks include "The Gaet," "The Whipping Post," "Road Back," and more.

**Saor Patrol: Battle of Kings**

Saor Patrol’s Battle of Kings contains a selection of rousing songs focusing on Scotland’s wars of independence during the reign of Robert the Bruce. This album rocks its way through history with driving triple drums, electric guitars and bagpipes. The cover art is a powerful reminder of losses incurred in the historical struggle for Scottish independence.

**Celtic Woman: Voices of Angels**

Voices of Angels showcases the angelic voices of Susan McFadden, Mairéad Carlin, Eabha McMahon, and introduces breathtaking new vocalist Tara Neill. With some of the most popular songs from the Celtic Woman repertoire, several previously unreleased tracks and all-new orchestral arrangements recorded with the 72-piece Orchestra or Ireland. Songs include "Ave Maria," "My Heart Will Go On," "A Time For Us," "You Raise Me Up," and others!

**Celtic Woman: Celtic Thunder Heritage CD**


**Celtic Woman: Celtic Thunder Homecoming CD/DVD**

Although Celtic Woman’s lineup has changed over the years, the ensemble’s mission has never wavered — to present modern and traditional songs with a traditional Celtic flair. This live album features 16 songs all recorded in Ireland in 2017. Tracks include "Danny Boy," "Water Under the Bridge," "My Heart Will Go On," "You Raise Me Up," and many more.

**Celtic Woman: Celtic Thunder Heritage CD**

The album that started it all, Celtic Woman is the perfect showcase for some of Ireland’s most dynamic New musical talent. These 18 haunting Celtic songs include traditional standards and up-tempo contemporary compositions including "Ave Maria," "One World," "Song Of Heaven," and the fiddle fueled "The Butterfly."
Receive the Discover World Music 2-CD compilation from ARC Music FREE with the purchase of any 3 titles on pages 42 & 43!

Special Offer!

Discover World Music 2-CD Set
This double-album provides a glimpse at the variety and sheer listening pleasure available at ARC Music. The wealth of globe-spanning artists on this release includes Hossam Ramzy, Ana Alcaide, The Red Army Choir, Rossy, Saor Patrol, and many more!

2CD # ARCM 2554
$16.98

Best of Welsh Choirs
This new release features a varied collection of beautiful music from Welsh choirs, both a cappella and with instrumental accompaniments. With well-known traditional classics, sacred music and fresh approaches to choirs singing with modernized arrangements of traditional songs, this album is a shining example of choral talent in Wales.

CD # ARCM 2865
$14.98

Music of the French Caribbean
Enjoy Caribbean sounds from Martinique with popular rhythms like beguine, mazurka, valse creole, bolero, soukous, and more. The Ballet Exotique du Robert's goal is to preserve the folklore of Martinique, to promote Martinique through its dances, and to share with people everywhere the pleasure of traditional dance.

CD # ARCM 2855
$14.98

Orthodox Chants from Russia
Haunting, beautiful Orthodox choir music from The Optina Pustyn Male Choir of Russia. This album reaches beyond the boundaries of purely religious repertoire and represents the great riches and variety of Russian clerical as well as secular choral art. The album cultivates different styles, such as Znamenny, Bulgarian, Greek, Byzantine chants and early Russian polyphony.

CD # ARCM 2850
$14.98

Most Famous Cuban Classics
Popular Cuban songs from the golden era of Cuba in the 1950s are performed by Jorge Anibal Kunert and Teresa Colón Fejfeván. Tracks include "Cumbachiero," "Manesino," "Solito," "Canzone de Cuba" and more. 13 songs in all which will transport you to a pleasant, relaxed atmosphere.

CD # ARCM 2844
$14.98

Journey to Asia
Journey to Asia is a musical exploration of Asia, taking in cultural treasures from nineteen countries of the world’s largest continent, including energizing Chinese New Year music, relaxing Japanese flute, thunderous Korean drums, beautiful choral music from Georgia and more.

CD # ARCM 2858
$14.98

Japanese Drums
From autumn harvest festivals to traditional Japanese folklore steeped in rich history, this album shows the diversity and power of the Japanese drums. Also featured are 'purification drumming' heard in Buddhist temples before, during and after ceremonies and a famous taiko drum beat symbolizing the sounds of samurai riding on horseback.

CD # ARCM 2866
$14.98

Music from Peru & Ecuador
Alpamayo perform rhythms of South America that have been danced to in their country for generations. With a large repertoire of original compositions and traditional pieces from Peru, they perform these songs on pan flutes, shepherd's flutes, charango, guitar, bombo and percussion, with the occasional touch of electronic instruments.

CD # ARCM 2867
$14.98

Samba Brazil
Samba is the most prevalent dance form in Brazil today and reaches the height of its importance each year during Carnaval. With this ARC release, enjoy irresistible samba grooves by the best of today's samba artists. Enjoy a festival of dance, rhythm and colors from Brazil. Artists include Kline Maty, Bandaire 2, Sanda Um, Tio Jones, Tamy, and more.

CD # ARCM 2852
$14.98

Tango Argentino
Passionate tangos by famous composers like Piazzolla, Troilo, Arolas and more, all performed with style and flair by Trio Pantargo. The tango originated circa 1890 in the harbor area of Buenos Aires where musicians performed “a la parilla” (improved). Now the tango is a nostalgic, exciting music developed into a sound and dance passionately reminiscent of Argentina.

CD # ARCM 2848
$14.98

Irish Folk
The House Devils, comprised of five incredible musicians, get their name from an expression used by one of the band members’ aunties: “You’re an angel in the street and a devil in the house!” With this release, hear the band present foot-stomping Irish songs and instrumental sets played with guitar, fiddle, cittern, flute, harmonica, whistle, mandolin, uilleann pipes, double bass and bodhran.

CD # ARCM 2830
$14.98

Journey to the Middle East
A musical journey throughout the Middle East, taking in a variety of musical riches, including both ancient and modern traditions. A gorgeous selection of music that will keep you intrigued right to the end. Featuring Hossam Ramzy, Zohreh Jooya, Dastan Trio, Ahmed Mukhtar, The Burning Bush and other fantastic musicians.

CD # ARCM 2835
$14.98

Calypso Legends
Calypso legends sing cheerfully honest accounts to the backing of laid-back island music. With tracks such as “Man Smart, Woman Smarter,” “Rum & Coca Cola,” “Illegitimate Children,” “Sly Mongoose,” and “Don’t Hide Him Behind the Door,” daily life topics are thrown into catchy, cheerful tunes.

CD # ARCM 2853
$14.98

Tango Argentino

CD # ARCM 2848
$14.98

Irish Folk

CD # ARCM 2830
$14.98

Journey to the Middle East

CD # ARCM 2835
$14.98
Jazzmeia Horn: Love and Liberation

Love and Liberation is the second release from vocalist Jazzmeia Horn, following her GRAMMY-nominated debut A Social Call. Horn has perfected a fearless approach to improvisation and performance, and shines on her new release filled with songs including “Free Your Mind,” “Out the Window,” “When I Say,” and more.

CD# CNC 00155
$16.98

Norah Jones: Come Away With Me

The 2002 debut breakthrough album from GRAMMY-winning singer/songwriter Norah Jones reached the top of the Billboard 200 chart and several jazz charts. The album also topped many critics’ “best-of” lists and gathered major music awards in the process, including eight Grammy Awards. Songs include originals such as the chart-topping “Don’t Know Why,” as well as readings of “Cold Cold Heart,” and Hoagy Carmichael’s “The Nearness of You.”

CD# BLU 320882B
$17.98

Art Blakey & the Jazz Messengers: Live at the Café Bohemia 2-CD Set

Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers were a force of nature on the jazz scene for more than thirty years. Their sound was unique — hard bop with a driving blues flavor. The performances on this release are from both in May 1956 and recorded live in 1955. Tracks on this two-disc album include “Like Someone in Love,” “Minor’s Holiday,” “Prince Albert,” “Just One of Those Things,” and more.

2CD# AOAT 3289
$18.98

Late Night Jazz

Sensuous saxophones, muted trumpets, fingers caressing piano keys, brushes on drums… this music was made for late night listening and romance. 40 mood-setting classics are performed by some of the biggest names in jazz: Miles Davis Quintet (“Round Midnight”), Sonny Rollins (“There Is No Greater Love”), Emile Gillian Trio (“Motley”), Barney Kessel (“Laura”), and much more.

CD# PID 956606
$16.98

Lambert, Hendricks & Ross: The Early Years 1954–1959 2-CD Set

During the 1950s, Dave Lambert, Jon Hendricks, and Annie Ross changed the world of vocal jazz with their unique techniques. Their unique sound that combined bop harmonies with scat and vocalese laid the groundwork for scads of groups that followed. This 43-track 2-disc set showcases recordings made early in the careers of these legendary musicians.

2CD# AOAT 3307
$18.98

Stan Getz: The Bossa Nova Years 5-CD Set

Stan Getz was an American jazz saxophonist known as “The Sound” because of his warm, lyrical tone. Largely responsible for introducing bossa nova to American households, Getz became a celebrity in the process. This set gathers a selection of his best-loved albums from his bossa nova era, including Jazz Samba, Big Band Bossa Nova, Jazz Samba Encore!, Getz/Gilberto, and Getz/Almeida.

5CD# VRV 5378966
$52.98

100 Best Jazz Tunes of the 50s 8-CD Set

This is a big, bold claim but you’ll thrill to nearly 10 hours of popular jazz from the genre’s most explosive decade. All the biggest names from jazz history are featured here — from early pioneers like Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington and Count Basie to jazz pathfinders represented by Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, Dave Brubeck, Charles Mingus, John Coltrane and Ornette Coleman.

8CD# CHRM CD8CD5056
$18.98

Diana Krall: Glad Rag Doll

With an attention-grabbing cover photo at least as sultry and alluring as her voice, this album is a fairly significant departure from the dignified American Songbook standard albums that made Diana Krall the most successful jazz singer on the planet. Tapping into some winning songs from the 1920’s and 1930’s, Krall recasts them into settings that will captivate modern audiences.

CD# VRV B001719102
$17.98

Miles Davis: Legendary Prestige Quintet Sessions 4-CD Set

The Legendary Prestige Quintet Sessions follow the creative evolution of the most revered trumpeter in the annals of jazz. Spanning the first half of the 1950s, the collection captures Miles Davis at the beginning of his breakthrough to mainstream appeal. Disc 1 offers the best of his 1951 to 56 sessions, while disc 2 provides a generous sampling of Miles the bandleader, in ’55 and ’56, at the helm of one of the most groundbreaking groups of the day.

4CD# FAN PR500038
$34.98

Jazz Loves Bernstein 2-CD Set

Leonard Bernstein’s musical genius defied and transcended genre boundaries. From the Verone, Blue Note, Impulse, Mercury, MCA, and Kapp catalog comes jazz versions of Bernstein classics. Sarah Vaughan, Oscar Peterson, Billie Holiday, Mel Torme, Bob James, Carmen McRae interpret music that is at home in jazz as well as classical or Broadway. You’ll love these 2-CD packs, with jazz masters and the timeless music of Leonard Bernstein.

2CD# VRV B002847202
$20.98

The Essential Kenny G 2-CD Set

Kenny G’s cross-over approach to traditional jazz made him an international star, with millions of records sold including hits such as “Songbird” and “My Heart will Go On.” This greatest-hits collection features highlights from the saxophonist’s career, including original songs, standards and traditional jazz music for the holidays. Tracks include “What A Wonderful World,” “Sunseritme,” “Beautiful,” and more.

2CD# SBMG 82876754872
$17.98

Anita O’Day: The Verve Years 1957–1962 3-CD Set

This outstanding 3-CD set gives listeners 75 reasons to fall in love again with Anita O’Day. Her unique quality of voice and her bluesy style gives these tunes her personal touch. From swing, to bop, to “pop” jazz, Anita glides effortlessly from genre to genre. Especially notable on this release are Anita’s interpretations of the famous jazz standards, like “Tea for Two,” “The Lady is a Tramp.” “I Get a Kick Out Of You,” and “Sweet Georgia Brown.”

3CD# NOTW 3125
$14.98

The Art of Gerry Mulligan

As one of the most famous baritone sax players in jazz, Gerry Mulligan is an icon from the 1950s cool jazz era. Known for his light, airy tone, he was also an excellent composer, arranger, and bandleader and an important figure in the development of cool jazz. The Art of Gerry Mulligan: The Final Recordings includes selections from three of Mulligan’s recordings for the Telarc label.

CD# TLC 83517
$14.98

Dinner Party Jazz 3-CD Set

This delicious release will be the perfect backdrop for your next dinner party, and with three discs, you can keep the party going all evening long! Some of the tracks are American Songbook classics, while others may be new to even seasoned jazz fans. Regardless, expect three hours of delightful listening. Featured tracks include Nat King Cole’s “Stardust,” Anita O’Day’s “Thankless Waltz,” Dave Brubeck’s “Take Five,” and many more.

3CD# HBIM 2013168
$12.98
### Chick Corea: Trilogy 2 – 2-CD Set
- Legendary pianist Chick Corea reunited with fellow jazz greats Chris McBride and Brian Blade for this second collection of virtuosic live performances. Culled from the trio’s recent world tour, this two-disc set features jazz standards, modern classics and favorites from Corea’s vast catalog. Songs include such standards as “Night and Day,” “500 Miles High,” “All Blues,” “But Beautiful,” and more.
- **2CD# CNC 00183**
- **$17.98**

### Ella Fitzgerald Sings the Cole Porter Songbook 2-CD Set
- This 60th anniversary audio release of Ella Fitzgerald Sings the Cole Porter Songbook highlights the legendary recording which launched the Verve Records label. The combination of Cole Porter’s words and Fitzgerald’s interpretation of them created one of the most magical sessions in vocal history. Songs include such standards as “Night and Day,” “I Love Paris,” “You’re the Top,” “Love for Sale,” and many others.
- **2CD# AOGS A500008**
- **$35.98**

### The Best of Miles Davis & John Coltrane
- A powerhouse glimpse into the Miles Davis/John Coltrane collaboration, this compilation features nine selections from the masterful Sony box set issued in 2000. Beginning with “Two Bass Hits” (the first recorded appearance of the new Miles Davis Quintet in 1955), other tracks include “Dear Old Stockholm,” “Bye Bye Blackbird,” “Round Midnight,” “Somewhere My Prince Will Come,” “Straight No Chaser,” “So What,” “Blue in Green,” and “Milestones.”
- **CD# COLB 61090CK**
- **$9.98**

### Duke Ellington at Newport 1956 – Complete
- This complete 1956 concert was the start of Duke Ellington’s comeback following the general demise of big bands post-WWII. It remains his best-selling title and one of the best-selling jazz albums of all time. The tunes are marvellous, the playing thrilling, and the presentation of this remastered and now complete recording is impeccable. The 40 tracks include “Tea for Two,” “Jeep’s Blues,” and “Diminuendo and Crescendo in Blue.”
- **CD# SBMG 64932**
- **$17.98**

### Nina Simone: Seven Classic Albums 4-CD Set
- Enjoy seven classic early albums from Nina Simone with this four-disc collection! Albums include Jazz As Played In An Exclusive Side Street Café, Nina & Friends, The Amazing Nina Simone, Nina at Town Hall, Forbidden Fruit, Nina at Newport, Nina At the Village Gate, and Nina Sings Ellington.
- **4CD# RTOR 8207029**
- **$12.98**

### Wes Montgomery: Back on Indiana Avenue 2-CD Set
- Back on Indiana Avenue: The Carroll DeCamp Recordings is a collection of previously-unissued recordings from jazz guitar legend Wes Montgomery captured live and in studio in his hometown of Indianapolis, Indiana in the mid-to-late 1950s. This two-CD set includes an extensive booklet with rare photos and interviews, and fills in an important early piece of the jazz great’s story.
- **2CD# RESO 2036**
- **$29.98**

### Miles Davis: Kind of Blue 50th Anniversary Ed. 2-CD Set
- With the release of 1959’s Kind of Blue, Miles Davis scaled the heights of critical acclaim. This, the best-selling jazz album of all time, captured the public’s ear and attention immediately upon release and has never lost its grip. This masterful 21-track 50th Anniversary edition includes bonus cuts such as a 17-minute live recording of “So What” and more.
- **2CD# SBMG 88697271052**
- **$17.98**

### Dizzy Gillespie: Classic Verve Collection 1957–1961 4-CD Set
- This four-disc collection, containing over five hours of music, features eight of the finest LPs Dizzy Gillespie recorded for Verve Records during this pivotal period of his career. Showcasing scores of famous names and some of the best playing to grace jazz records of the era, this set will delight Gillespie fans universally.
- **4CD# EGHT EN4CD9139**
- **$15.98**

### Dinah Washington: Essential 2-CD Set
- With one of the most distinctive voices in all of jazz, Dinah Washington’s powerful, clarion-like vocals will leave you tingling with excitement and smiling from ear-to-ear. This superb 50-track 2-CD collection collects her four album classics from 1956–1959, and includes songs like “I Remember You,” “After You’ve Gone,” “Perdido,” “Caravan,” and more original hits by this dynamic artist.
- **2CD# NOTW 2328**
- **$17.98**

### Django Reinhardt: Djangoology-Solo & Duet Recordings 2-CD Set
- In 1949, Django Reinhardt and Stephane Grappelli reunited for a brief tour of Italy. During that tour, they recorded about 50 tunes with an Italian rhythm section. Rather than recreating the raucous swing of their earlier collaborations, they instead opted for an intriguing blend of melodic solos and bebop-tinged harmonies and rhythms. Djangoology is a final farewell to one of the great partnerships in jazz.
- **2CD# AEC 7943**
- **$25.98**

### Bill Evans: The Complete Concert by the Sea 3-CD Set
- Concert by the Sea is certainly one of the biggest albums in jazz history, selling over 225,000 copies in the first year after its 1956 release. This complete live concert recording is newly uncovered by the Errol Garner Jazz Project. The 3-CD box set contains the complete live Concert By The Sea including 31 previously unreleased tracks, and bonus material.
- **3CD# COLB 512084**
- **$17.98**

### Billie Holiday: The Great American Songbook 2-CD Set
- This set captures Billie Holiday at the peak of her career singing the best songs from the Great American Songbook. Lady Day’s interpretations of the songs are excellent and are by many critics regarded to be definitive. There are 47 tracks in total including “Blue Moon,” “Easy To Love,” “Autumn In New York,” “Love For Sale,” and “Stormy Weather.”
- **2CD# NOTW 2220**
- **$14.98**

### John Coltrane: Blue World
- In 1964, Canadian filmmaker Gilles Groulx asked John Coltrane to record the soundtrack for a French-language film titled Le Chat Dans Le Sac. Without informing his label, Coltrane recorded these tracks for Groulx at Rudy Van Gelder’s studio, which became his only soundtrack work. This previously-unreleased collection of recordings from the legendary saxophonist includes eight versions of some of his most classic pieces.
- **CD# IMPU B003015702**
- **$17.98**

### Sarah Vaughan: Eight Classic Albums 4-CD Set
- This four-disc box set from legendary jazz vocalist Sarah Vaughan includes eight of her best recordings in full. Albums include Hot Jazz (1953), Sarah Vaughan with Clifford Brown (1954), The Divine Sarah Sings (1954), In the Land of Hi-Fi (1955), Swingin’ Easy (1957), Sarah Vaughan & Bill Evans: The Irving Berlin Songbook (1957), and Close to You (1960).
- **4CD# RTOR 8210821**
- **$12.98**

### Duke Ellington: A Love Supreme Deluxe Edition 2-CD Set
- Easily one of the most important records ever made, John Coltrane’s A Love Supreme was his pinnacle studio outing that at once captured all of his innovations from his past, spoke of his current deep spirituality, and also gave a glimpse into the next two and half years. This Deluxe Edition contains a second disc full of outtakes that constitute a separate musical statement all on their own.
- **2CD# VVR B002372602**
- **$24.98**

### Chasing ‘Trane: The John Coltrane Documentary DVD
- This world-class feature documentary film from respected filmmaker John Scheinfeld is now presented on DVD with exclusive bonus features. Chasing ‘Trane paints a portrait of the saxophone giant as both a man and an artist. Coltrane’s influence continues to resonate across the globe, and his life is the definitive look into the life of this boundary-shattering musician.
- **DVD# UMER B002744309**
- **$19.98**
ALTISSIMO FAVORITES

John Philip Sousa: Music for Wind Band, Vol. 19
The American Bandmasters Association’s Commemorative Recording Series profiles some of the most renowned bandleaders in modern history. This album focuses on the legacy of Colonel John R. Bourgeois, USCMA (Ret), who was the 25th director of the President’s Own United States Marine Band. He led the band through nine presidential administrations. All of the 10 tracks are recorded by The U.S. Marine Band, with Bourgeois leading.

CD# KLA 56004 $16.98

John R. Bourgeois: American Bandmasters Series
The American Bandmasters Association’s Commemorative Recording Series profiles some of the most renowned bandleaders in modern history. This album focuses on the legacy of Colonel John R. Bourgeois, USCMA (Ret), who was the 25th director of the President’s Own United States Marine Band. He led the band through nine presidential administrations. All of the 10 tracks are recorded by The U.S. Marine Band, with Bourgeois leading.

CD# NXS 8573681 $14.98

Robert Shaw Chorale: The Battle Cry of Freedom
The crack drill team known as the Robert Shaw Chorale performs an electrifying program of battle songs, marches, and service songs heard throughout America’s History. Includes “The Battle Hymn of the Republic,” “Yankee Doodle,” “Dixie,” “America,” “Anchors Aweigh,” “God Bless America,” “The Star-Spangled Banner,” and 11 more patriotic classics.

CD# RCA 60814 $16.98

Semper Fi: Best of the Marine Band 2-CD Set
The “President’s Own” United States Marine Band is perhaps the best such ensemble in the world. Altissimo Recordings presents this album full of patriotic classics like “God of Our Fathers” and “The Marines’ Hymn,” as well as some concert band favorites like Percy Grainger’s “Over the Hills and Far Away.” Semper Fil highlights the full range talent from the Marine Band!

2CD# ALSM 03042 $19.98

Fireworks for Brass & Organ: USAF Academy Band
The United States Air Force Academy Stellar Brass is a brass and percussion ensemble that has performed all over the US. This 14-track release showcases not only the ensemble’s full, rich sound, but also the impressive capabilities of the organ. Works featured on this disc include Saint-Saëns’ Symphony No. 3 in C minor, Op. 78 “Organ,” Handel’s Hallelujah Chorus, and the “Clans,” “The Lochs of North Uist,” “March of the Clans,” “The Walk of the Highlands,” “Distant Hills,” “Army of the Nile,” selections of regiments of cavalry, company marches, and more.

CD# NXS 8559839 $14.98

Grainger: Complete Music for Wind Band Vol. 3
The final volume of Percy Grainger’s complete music for wind band once again respects his precise instrumental demands in pieces that span the breadth of his career, from his first large work in the genre, “The Lads of Warrington March,” to “In The Works of Rome and the Christian Heart,” his largest such work and one of his last.

CD# ALSM 07329 $16.98

Regimental Band Pipes & Drums of the Black Watch
19 tracks from the Regimental Band, Pipes & Drums of the Black Watch. Originally raised as six independent companies to police the Highlands, The Black Watch was formed into a line regiment of the British Army in 1739. Songs include “Impression On a Scottish Air,” “Hebrides Suite,” “Distant Hills,” “Army of the Nile,” selections of regimental calls, company marches, and more.

CD# HBIM 1067194 $18.98

The Best of Polka 2-CD Set
The Best of Polka may be the best polka collection you’ve ever heard. This 2-CD extravaganza includes all the favorites like “Just Because” (Frankie Yankovic) • “Just Another Polka” (Jimmy Sturr • “Beer Barrel Polka” (Myron Floren • “Edelweiss” (Whooppee John • “The Happy Wanderer” (Matt Vorderbruggen • “Helena Polka” (Jimmy Sturr • Myron Floren • “Who Stole the Kiska” (Frankie Yankovic) • and so many fun, familiar songs.

CD# CDBY 5637221461 $17.98

Deutschmeister Marches: All-Time Favorite German Marches
If you enjoy the strong and brassy sounds of classic military band marches, then you’ll love this collection! Die Orginal Deutschmeisterkappei performs each march in the traditional German military band style that emphasizes excitement and vigor with every note. The tracks include “Hoch unser Deutschmeister,” “Apelndorf Marsch,” “Hoch Habsburg,” “Frei weg,” “Hoch Tirol,” “Musinsan Marsch,” and more.

CD# KADO KA20047 $14.98

Battle Castle 2-DVD Set
This 2-DVD set brings life tales of the mighty medieval fortifications, clashes that defied limits of military technology, and events that created legends. Three strongholds are featured in this film: “Dover: Prince Louis’ key to England,” “Chateau Gaillard: Richard the Lionheart’s masterpiece,” and “Crac des Chevaliers: The Crown Jewel of Crusader castles.” A fascinating story lies behind each of these magnificent structures.

2DVD# MVD 6782 $24.98

Military Beethoven: Carl Petersson
Beethoven is often remembered for his orchestral and piano pieces, but his vast catalogue of military music is often overlooked. Most of the pieces on this 30-track release do not have opus numbers, or they bear the numbering from the Hess catalogue of unproduced works. Each has been transcribed for piano by Carl Peterssson, who performs them with style.

CD# NXS 8573928 $14.98

A Treasury of Civil War Songs
Rousing melodies with memorable lyrics make up the folk songs which mirrored the events of the American Civil War. Tom Glazer, legendary American folk singer, takes on some of the most evergreen civil war tunes in this 25-track album, which includes songs like “John Brown’s Body,” “Dixie,” “The Yellow Rose of Texas,” “The Bonnie Blue Flag,” “Just Before The Battle, Mother,” and more.

CD# SMIT 740187 $17.98

100 Famous Marches 5-CD Set
From dazzling circus marches to the historic tradition of military bands, the music on this five-disc collection establishes the most beloved of the march repertoire. The Strauss masterpiece “Radetzky March” and Beethoven’s “York’scher March” are but two of the centerpieces on the album, which also includes exceptional works by Czech bandmaster Julius Fučík, British composer Edward Elgar, and others.

5CD# ALSM 01072 $49.98

I’ll Be Seeing You: Songs That Won the War 2-CD
What better way to pay tribute to a generation of heroes than to revive the music that spoke of their hopes and dreams, their patriotism and pride, and their efforts and sacrifice? This treasury of music from the 1940s features two discs of songs including “I’ve Got My Love To Keep Me Warm,” “Sweet Georgia Brown,” “Take the A Train,” and many more.

2CD# QUST 4600 $19.98
**Vanderbilt Wind Symphony: Spanish Eyes**
The Vanderbilt Wind Symphony is one of the top university wind symphonies in the nation, and they shine in this Latin program with the incredible Jose Sbajra on trumpet under the direction of Dr. Thomas Verrier. Works on this 20-track release include “Gran Fanfarria,” “Preludios Americanos,” “Concerto for Trumpet and Wind Ensemble,” and more.

CD# SUM 751 $18.98

**Eastman Wind Ensemble: Images-Music of Jeff Tyzik**
One of the most innovative and sought-after pops conductors on the scene today, Grammy Award-winner Jeff Tyzik began his long relationship with the Eastman Wind Ensemble in 1970, and he considers his time in the EWE as an important influence in his career. This release features four compositions by Tyzik, performed by the ensemble that has meant so much to him.

CD# SUM 734 $16.98

**University of South Carolina Wind Ensemble: Dynasty**
The University of South Carolina Wind Ensemble is the premier wind band at the University of South Carolina. The group has performed across the United States and abroad and is regularly asked to perform at the College Band Directors National Association and the American Bandmasters Association. The collection that is presented here is James Oliverio’s Dynasty Double Timpani Concerto, featuring timpanists Scott Herrin and John Parks.

CD# CHA 10916 $19.98

**Fiestas: University of North Texas Wind Ensemble**
Fiestas features the brilliant musicianship of the University of North Texas Wind Ensemble, with conductor Dr. Nicholas Enrico Williams. Faculty members Tony Baker, John Holt, and Carol Wilson are also included, as is the Mariachi Aguilas de UNT, who perform with the Wind Ensemble on Alfred Reed’s fiery “La Fiesta Mexicana.” Fiestas showcases some of the most talented UNT performers. This album is “All Bueno!”

CD# MKCR 54632 $9.98

**Blessings Flow: West Chester University Wind Ensemble**
Under the baton of Andrew Yozviak, the West Chester University Wind Ensemble presents Blessings Flow, an album featuring three works from modern composers. Brett William DiFonzo’s “Blessings Flow” opens the album, followed by Gordon Jacob’s “Concerto for Horn,” which features Elizabeth Guglielmo as soloist. Rounding out the album is David Maslanka’s Symphony No. 4.

CD# MKCR 54389 $9.98

**Hall to Evansville: Wind Ensemble**
The 11-track album presented here comes to us from the University of North Texas Wind Ensemble. The collection comes from the university’s light song, and is a symbol of pride for students, faculty, alumni, and fans. Traditional university tunes are featured, including “Hyphen” and “Eyes of Evansville,” as well as celebrated composer Pete Fountain’s work on the Coral label.

CD# MKCR 54594 $9.98

**Texas State Clarinet Fiesta**
The annual Texas State Clarinet Fiesta is a weekend-long, international clarinet event that allows students from all over to learn from the leading clarinetists in the field. This album features the live recital performance that was performed at the culmination of the 2018 event. Two new arrangements by Matt Johnson are receiving their word premieres on this 2-track album.

CD# MKCR 53082 $9.98

**Music of Kenneth Alford: Marches**
English composer Kenneth J. Alford was known universally as “The British March King.” His marches are considered to be the great examples of art. During his long career, he also served as both Bandmaster of the British Army and the Royal Marines Directors of Music. This 20-track release showcases his finest works, including “The Great Little Army,” “Eagle Squadron,” and more.

CD# CHA 6584 $16.98

**John Williams & The Boston Pops: I Love A Parade**

Bogey March, “Strike Out the Band,” and more.

CD# SNYC 46747 $14.98

**The Best of Pete Fountain**
The 22 tracks on this disc offer highlights of clarinetist Pete Fountain’s work on the Coral label (1959–71), recordings generally considered to be his finest. A consummate Dixieland Jazz musician with great crossover appeal, these two sides of Pete’s playing can be heard to great effect on such tunes as “Bye Bye Bill Bailey,” “High Society,” “My Blue Heaven” and “Do You Know What It Means to Miss New Orleans.”

CD# GRP GRD665 $14.98

**Audie Murphy: Great American Hero DVD**
Audie Murphy was one of the most decorated American combat soldiers of World War II, receiving every military combat award for valor available from the U.S. Army as well as French and Belgian awards for heroism. Follow his path to becoming an American legend, then see that same strength gain him notoriety and fame in Hollywood after the war is over.

The tradition of barbershop quartet music cannot be matched by other handbell choirs. The group is conducted by Kathleen Ething Shaw.

CD# WSTM 1606 $18.98

**Fiddler: Pops Roundup**
This Living Stereo release is considered one of the finest orchestral recordings of traditional Western songs and folk melodies ever made. Arthur Fiedler leads the band in spirited tunes of the American West including “Home on the Range,” “The Yellow Rose of Texas,” “ Riders in the Sky,” “Don’t Fence Me In” and “Shenandoah.”

CD# RCA 61666 $14.98

**The Irving Berlin Songbook 2-CD Set**
If you’re chilling out successes in Tin Pan Alley, Irving Berlin takes the cake. He wrote more popular songs, movie hits, and showtunes than anyone in the Tin Pan Alley scene. This 2-disc set features 50 of his greatest songs performed by a host of classic artists. Don’t miss this chance to own these great American classics like “Let’s Face The Music and Dance,” by Fred Astaire, “Always” by Ella Fitzgerald, and many more!

2CD# RETO 495809 $12.98

**U.S. Naval Academy Barbershop Quartet: Clean Shave**
Everyone loves a barbershop quartet! The tradition of barbershop quartet singing arose in the late 1800s and was immensely popular during the 1910s and 1920s. This distinctly American style was adopted by a group of members of the U.S. Naval Academy Men’s Glee Club who formed “Clean Shave” in the early 1960s. The group shines on this release, which includes songs such as “Hello My Baby,” “My Wild Irish Rose,” “Shenandoah,” “The Star Spangled Banner” and many more!

CD# HBD 70026 $17.98

**John Williams: The Music of America 3-CD Set**
This collection includes many of John Williams’ film themes, but also raises the curtain on his beautiful pieces for the concert hall: “Hymn to New England,” “Air and Simple Gifts” (written for President Obama’s inauguration), “Elegy for Cello and Orchestra,” “Summon the Heroes,” and more. 39 tracks on 3 CDs!

3CD# SNYC 70636 $22.98

**Winchester Church Bell Choir: Let Freedom Ring!**
Some of America’s favorite patriotic songs have been gathered together on this disc, including “I’m a Yankee Doodle Dandy,” “God Bless America,” and “This Land Is Your Land.” Performing on the world’s largest handbell range, The Westminster Concert Bell Choir brings a complex and rich sound to this recording that cannot be matched by other handbell choirs. The group is conducted by Kathleen Ething Shaw.

CD# WSTM 1606 $18.98

**Forward March: Great American Marches**
Perhaps no style of music celebrates America’s national pride better than the march, one of the most versatile musical genres. Few musical styles can march troops into formation, cheer on the home team, and engage an audience. Consider the big top. The march has been arranged and re-arranged for every kind of ensemble; from brass quintet to rodeo band to the ballet orchestra. Forward March!

CD# ALSM 55812 $16.98
Norah Jones: Live at Ronnie Scott's DVD
Norah Jones delights her fans with this intimate DVD release recorded live at the famed London jazz club Ronnie Scott's. Featuring the trio of drummer Brian Blade and bassist Christopher Thomas, this stripped-down set includes songs such as "Sleeping Wild," "Don't Be Denied," "After the Fall," "It's a Wonderful Time for Love," and more.

DVD# ERKE EVB053487 $27.98

The New York Cantors DVD
These three talented cantors — Yaakov Lemmer, Asi Schwarz, and Netanel Hershtik — are already rising stars in the Jewish music scene. On this DVD release, they are brought together in Amsterdam’s 17th century Portuguese Synagogue for a concert of both Jewish sacred and secular music. Hosted by Steven Tenen and his 34-piece orchestra and 8-voice male choir support the cantors.

DVD# PBSV NYC4601D $24.98

America's Most Scenic Drives 4-DVD Set
Enjoy breathtaking beauty at every turn in this 4-DVD collection of scenic drives across the country! You'll travel a different route with each of the four discs, with drives taking you to "From Maine to Key West," "From Texas to Yellowstone," and "From Arizona to Alaska." A bonus DVD is also included containing a musical tribute to "America the Beautiful," featuring the nation's diverse landscapes, landmarks, and institutions.

4DVD# HBD 045936 $22.98

Mary Tyler Moore Show: Complete Series 23-DVD Set
You can now own the best episodes from the groundbreaking years of Carol Burnett's beloved variety show on DVD. Carol's crack team is here, including Harvey, Lyle, Vicki and Tim, and an incredible array of guest stars including Lucille Ball, Bing Crosby, Ella Fitzgerald, Phyllis Diller, Don Rickles, Jonathan Winters, Joan Rivers and many more!

Mary Tyler Moore Show: Lost Episodes 6-DVD Set
One of the very best sitcoms to emerge from the 1970s, The Mary Tyler Moore Show starred the titular actress along with Ed Asner, Gavin MacLeod, Ted Knight, and Valerie Harper as she worked diligently to bring you the news of Minneapolis from the WJM-TV newsroom. One of the best-loved comedies of all time, an incredible 168 episodes are available in this collection!

6DVD# TMLF 31120X $59.98

Johnny Carson: Vault Collection 6-DVD Set
This never-before-released series contains 12 full shows from The Tonight Show starring Johnny Carson on 6 DVDs. You'll get the full broadcast shows, including commercials and two hours of bonus clips. Guests include Dean Martin, Jack Benny, Dinah Shore, Ronald Reagan, Bob Hope, Dom Deluise, Paul McCartney, Gallagher, and many, many more. Let Johnny, Ed O, and you take you back in time with comedy, conversation and timeless entertainment!

6DVD# TMLF 31977X $59.98

Red Ryder Western Collection DVD
The "Red Ryder" movies were based on the character created by Fred Harman for his newspaper comic strip, which ran from 1938 to 1964. Legend has it that Red Ryder and his faithful sidekick Little Beaver would go wherever needed, to defend the innocent, bring crooks to justice and restore the peace. This collection features all 4 of the Cinecolor movies: Ride, Ryder, Ride!

DVD# HBD 867125 $17.98

Dick Cavett Show: That's the Way It Is 2-DVD Set
The legendary Dick Cavett hosted his iconic talk show in a variety of formats and on a number of television and radio formats. These releases were taken from episodes that aired between 1968 through 1996 and feature some of the best-known news reporters of the era including Walter Cronkite, Dan Rather, Tom Brokaw, Barbara Walters, Mike Wallace and Diane Sawyer. Cavett also gathered seven Emmy nominations and two wins.

2DVD# SMRE 7287 $17.98

The Beatles: 50th Anniversary Celebration 5-DVD Set
This special commemorative box set celebrates 50 years of the Beatles with 5 DVD documentaries (9 discs in all!) taking you on a musical tour through the lives of John, Paul, George, and Ringo. DVD's include "Beatles Liverpool," "Beatles London," "John Lennon's New York," "Mersyside," and "Beatles Hamburg & the Hamburg Sound ."

5DVD# ARMG AW035 $49.98

Norah Jones: Live at Ronnie Scott's DVD
Norah Jones delights her fans with this intimate DVD release recorded live at the famed London jazz club Ronnie Scott’s. Featuring the trio of drummer Brian Blade and bassist Christopher Thomas, this stripped-down set includes songs such as "Sleeping Wild," "Don't Be Denied," "After the Fall," "It’s a Wonderful Time for Love," and more.

DVD# ERKE EVB053487 $27.98

The Apollo Chronicles DVD
On July 20, 1969, Neil Armstrong took one small step for man, and one giant leap for mankind. More than 1 billion people around the globe watched Apollo 11’s voyage. The Apollo Chronicles documents the story behind the event, which was one of drama, danger, and emotion. This 4-part documentary provides a full understanding of one of humanity’s greatest triumphs.

DVD# SRF 1 $16.98

America the Beautiful DVD
Celebrate our great country with this timeless collection of popular American patriotic songs. America the Beautiful features songs that represent America and its citizens’ love of country. Songs like "You’re a Grand Old Flag," "My Country ’Tis of Thee," and "God Bless the USA" bring back fond memories of Fourth of July and other patriotic celebrations.

DVD# QUST 8054 $14.98
John Lee Hooker: Whiskey & Wimmen
Salute the King of Boogie with this 16-track album that features some of the finest recordings that John Lee Hooker made during his career. (see page 24)

B.B. King: Live at the Apollo
On this 1990 release, B.B. King is backed by Gene Harris and the Phillip Morris Super Band. The legendary blues guitarist shines in this live recording—both his singing and his solos are in sublime form. (see page 22)

The Essential Stevie Ray Vaughan
Possibly the most gifted guitarist of his generation, Stevie Ray Vaughan influenced hundreds of musicians who followed. This digitally remastered 2-disc set was compiled from his studio and live albums. (see page 23)

2 Shipping Options

Ship it Free
Select FreeFreight to have your order shipped for Free!* Delivery time is slower (typically 10-14 days) than with our regular shipping method. Your order is consolidated in our warehouse and shipped via USPS Media Mail. Minimum order size is $25 for this option.

* US addresses only

Ship it Fast
If you do not explicitly request FreeFreight for your order, our regular shipping rates will apply. Delivery time for this option runs about 3-10 days and your order may come from multiple locations. Shipping rates are on the order form of this catalog.

Just Ask.
We can obtain virtually any CD or DVD*. Mail or email us the details and we’ll try to track them down for you, then get back to you with prices. If time permits, we can research a limited number of selections while you are on the phone.

Special Order Service
* Please note: Special orders are not returnable

Call to order...
1 800 222 6872
Monday - Friday
10:00 am - 7 pm et